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Abstract: In the present paper, which is a mathematical follow–up of [16] tak-
ing inspiration from [11], we present an abstract formulation of exact renormal-
ization group (RG) in the framework of Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) algebra theory.
In the first part, we work out a general algebraic and geometrical theory of BV
algebras, canonical maps, flows and flow stabilizers. In the second part, relying on
this formalism, we build a BV algebraic theory of the RG. In line with the graded
geometric outlook of our approach, we adjoin the RG scale with an odd parameter
and analyse in depth the implications of the resulting RG supersymmetry and
find that the RG equation (RGE) takes Polchinski’s form [3]. Finally, we study
abstract purely algebraic odd symplectic free models of RG flow and effective
action (EA) and the perturbation theory thereof to illustrate and exemplify the
general theory.
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1 Introduction
Renormalization group (RG) theory [1, 2] is a powerful scheme designed for the
study of a quantum field theory as an effective field theory (EFT) of field modes
below a given energy scale. The theory’s invariant physical content is by itself
indifferent to the presence of the scale, which is introduced only for analysis
purposes. Scale independence is encoded in the RG equation (RGE). There are
several versions of RG theory. In this paper, we shall deal only with the so called
exact RG [3, 4] (to be called simply RG in the following), which is concerned
mainly with the RG flow of the effective action (EA). See ref. [5] for a recent
review.
Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) theory [6, 7] is a very general quantization scheme
for classical field theories characterized by gauge symmetries in the broadest
sense. In ordinary gauge theory, it reproduces the results of Becchi–Rouet–Stora–
Tyutin theory. It applies however also to more general field theories whose gauge
symmetries are neither freely acting nor involutive such as those encountered e.
g. in supergravity and string theory. See ref. [8] for an introduction to this topic.
RG theory and its ramifications have been studied in a BV framework both in
a field theoretic [9, 10] and a physical mathematical [11–15] perspective. In ref.
[16], we laid the foundations for a general BV RG theory. In the present paper,
building upon the results obtained there, we present a mathematical formulation
of BV RG theory in the framework of BV algebra and geometry. (See refs. [17–19]
for three recent mathematical studies similar in spirit to ours). The rest of this
section will be devoted to introducing the reader to the subject and to motivate
our approach to it.
1.1 Abstract BV RG theory
In BV theory, each field is paired to an antifield of opposite statistics and the
total field space is built as an odd phase space with fields and antifields as its
canonically conjugate coordinates and momenta. Classical Hamiltonian notions
such as those of symplectic Laplacian, Poisson bracket and canonical map have in
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this way BV analogs. Gauge fixing is implemented by restricting to an appropriate
Lagrangian submanifold of the total field space. Independence of the gauge fixed
theory from the choice of the submanifold requires the BV master action (MA)
S to obey the BV quantum master equation (ME)
∆S `
1
2
pS, Sq “ 0. (1.1.1)
In a BV EFT, the whole BV structure acquires a dependence on the underlying
energy scale t. The BV Laplacian and bracket as well as the BV MA St depend
on t and the quantum ME (1.1.1) holds identically in t,
∆tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stqt “ 0. (1.1.2)
St is to be identified with the BV EA. The RG flow that governs its dependence
on t must be compatible with (1.1.2). The flow maps must therefore constitute
a group ϕt,s of BV canonical maps, whose pull–back action switches the BV
Laplacian and bracket structure at the scale s to that at the scale t and suitably
relates the EA at those scales. A closer analysis shows that
St “ ϕt,s
˚Ss ` rϕt,s, (1.1.3)
where rϕt,s “
1
2
ln Jϕt,s is the logarithmic Jacobian of ϕt,s. St so obeys infinitesi-
mally an RGE of the form
dSt
dt
“ ϕ‚tSt ` r
‚
ϕt. (1.1.4)
We justified this approach to the RG by a revisitation of BV theory in ref. [16],
to which the reader is referred for a more comprehensive discussion of the field
theoretic aspects of this matter.
The mathematical structure of BV theory has a very elegant formulation in the
language of BV geometry as shown originally by Schwarz in ref. [20] and reviewed
e. g. in [21]. Going one step further, one can leave aside the datum itself of a BV
manifold and consider instead of the algebra of functions on the manifold with
its BV Laplacian and bracket structure a generic graded commutative algebra
endowed with a formal odd Laplacian and bracket structure. Much of the theory
can then be formulated in an abstract purely algebraic setting. This leads one to
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the realm of BV algebras. It is also the point of view taken in this paper.
It is important to stress that a purely algebraic formulation of BV theory is
not a mere academic exercise. It makes it possible to highlight those features
of the theory which are purely algebraic in nature and distinguish them form
those which are essentially field theoretic. Since analysis and computation in
field theory are typically much more involved than in algebra, this constitutes a
definite advantage.
In sect. 2, we work out in detail a general algebraic and geometrical theory
of BV algebras, canonical maps, flows and flow stabilizers. A BV algebra X
is a graded commutative algebra endowed with a degree 1 nilpotent Laplacian
∆X and a degree 1 graded antisymmetric, Jacobi and derivative bilinear bracket
p´,´qX compatible in an appropriate sense (cf. defs. 2.1, 2.2). A canonical
map α : X Ñ Y of BV algebras is defined as a graded algebra isomorphism for
which there exists a degree 0 logarithmic Jacobian rα P Y measuring its failure to
intertwine between the Laplacians ∆X , ∆Y (cf. def. 2.4). A BV flow is a family
χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt of canonical maps of BV algebras parametrized by s, t P T , where
T is some graded manifold, and closed under composition (cf. def. 2.11). A BV
flow stabilizer encodes the symmetries of a BV flow (cf. def 2.17).
The definitions of BV canonical map and flow assumed in the present paper
are, to the best of our knowledge, original. The seemingly unconventional notion
of canonical map generalizes the customary one of bracket preserving map (and
is in fact equivalent to the latter in standard BV theory). The notion of BV flow
is obviously inspired by the analogous one of Hamiltonian mechanics.
The formal structure described in sect. 2 is tailored made for the algebraic
formulation of BV RG theory detailed in sect. 3. In a BV algebra X , a BV MA is
simply a degree 0 element S P X satisfying the abstract version of the ME (1.1.1)
(cf. def. 3.1). In a parametrized family Xt, t P T , of BV algebras all equal to
the same graded commutative algebra X , a BV EA is a parametrized family of
degree 0 elements St P X , t P T , satisfying the abstract version of the ME (1.1.2)
and admitting a BV flow χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt such that the abstract version of the
flow relation (1.1.3) holds (cf. defs. 3.5, 3.6).
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In sect. 3, further developing the investigation initiated in ref. [16], we analyse
in depth the conditions under which the general properties exhibited by the RG
flow in field theory continue to hold when more general manifolds than just the
real line R are used as energy scale space. The graded algebraic and geometric
context in which we formulate BV theory suggests promoting the scale space to
a graded manifold. Indeed, new insight can be achieved by employing the shifted
tangent space T r1sR of R rather R itself for this role. This leads to an RG set–up,
which we call “extended” to distinguish it from the customary “basic” set–up.
The manifold T r1sR is coordinatized by a degree 0 parameter t, identified as
the usual RG energy scale, and a further degree 1 parameter θ. In the extend
set–up, so, the BV Laplacian and bracket depend on both t and θ. The BV MA
Stθ also does and satisfies the extended version of the BV ME,
∆tθStθ `
1
2
pStθ, Stθqtθ “ 0. (1.1.5)
Analogously to the basic case, Stθ is the extended BV EA. Its RG flow is gov-
erned by a group ϕtθ,sζ of canonical maps turning the BV Laplacian and bracket
structure at an extended scale s, ζ to that at another scale t, θ and relating the
EA at those scales according to
Stθ “ ϕtθ,sζ
˚Ssζ ` rϕtθ,sζ . (1.1.6)
At the infinitesimal level, once (1.1.5) is taken into account, (1.1.6) yields a
more structured RGE than (1.1.4). Since θ is an odd parameter, we have ∆tθ “
∆t`θ∆
‹
t and p´,´qtθ “ p´,´qt˘θp´,´q
‹
t, where ∆t is the basic BV Laplacian,
∆‹t is a degree 0 Laplacian, p´,´qt is the basic BV bracket and p´,´q
‹
t is a
degree 0 graded symmetric bracket. Further, Stθ “ St ` θS
‹
t, where St is to be
identified with the basic BV EA and S‹t is a degree ´1 EA. By the extended
RGE, S‹t gets expressed in terms of St and the RGE for St takes the form
dSt
dt
“ ∆‹tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stq
‹
t ` ϕ¯
‚
tSt ` r¯
‚
ϕt, (1.1.7)
the last two summands in the right hand side being RG “seed” terms. The RGE
(1.1.7), which was derived by purely algebraic and geometric means, has the
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characteristic form of Polchinski’s [3]. Adding to the RG scale an odd parameter
has moreover unveiled the existence of a novel RG supersymmetry. The above
is just one example of the information that can be extracted by considering a
judiciously chosen scale manifold extending R. The ramifications of this type of
approach, especially in perturbation theory, are largely unexplored.
In ref. [16], we illustrated a non trivial free model based on the glp1|1q degree
´1 symplectic framework originally developed by Costello in ref. [11], in which
the extended set–up described above is implemented. In sect. 4, we provide the
proofs of the mathematical statements given there. We derive the expressions of
the free EAs S0t and S
0‹
t and investigate the associated perturbation theory by
expanding the full EAs St and S
‹
t as
St “ S
0
t ` It, S
‹
t “ S
0‹
t ` I
‹
t, (1.1.8)
where It, I
‹
t are interaction actions expressed as formal power series of ~. We
rederive the ME and RGE of It originally written down by Costello and obtain
a further ME involving simultaneously It, I
‹
t. We also show that, through this
latter, the RGE of It can be put in a form analogous to Polchinsi’s. Finally,
we show that the interaction action I‹t measures perturbatively the difference
between the interacting RG flow and its free analogue.
1.2 Outlook: beyond abstract RG theory
In this paper, we formulate an abstract theory of BV RG flow and RGE from a
very general perspective carrying out a thorough algebraic and geometric inves-
tigation of these topics based on the theory of BV algebras and their canonical
isomorphisms. An approach of this kind has of course strengths and weaknesses.
On one hand, algebra and geometry are no substitute for quantum field theory.
On the other, an algebraic and geometric perspective can disclose novel poten-
tially fruitful ways of analyzing quantum field theory. We already argued in favour
of this point of view in the previous subsection. Still, further discussion about
its eventual usefulness is required. The main challenge ahead now is testing the
theory in interesting models in field theory and explore possible ramifications in
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algebra and geometry.
The weak coupling limit of the RG flow of two–dimensional non linear sigma
models, originally studied by Friedan in [22–24], and the Ricci flow, introduced
by Hamilton in [25], are now known to be intimately related [26]. The for-
mer is one of the earliest instances where the interplay of quantum and geometric
features show up distinctly in field theory [27]. The latter is central in two impor-
tant developments of modern geometric analysis: Perelman’s proof of Thurston’s
geometrization program [28, 29] for three–manifolds and the related Poincare´
conjecture [30–32]. The RGE of selected field theories may therefore be of con-
siderable mathematical interest.
The Alexandrov–Kontsevich–Schwartz–Zaboronsky (AKSZ) formulation of BV
theory [33] is a general framework for the construction of the BV MA of a broad
class of sigma models. It has a wide range of field theoretic applications on one
hand and important mathematical implications on the other. (See ref. [34] for a
recent review of this subject). In AKSZ theory, as a rule, the BV ME is obeyed
by the MA of a sigma model only when its target manifold has special geomet-
ric properties. Conversely, AKSZ theory can be used in principle to construct
for any geometry a canonical sigma model with that target geometry and the
corresponding BV MA action. A suitably designed BV RGE for the model may
conceivably result in a flow equation useful for the analysis of relevant geometrical
and topological issues of the target manifold analogously to Ricci flow. This is a
possibility worthy to be explored.
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2 Batalin–Vilkovisky algebras and flows
In this section, we develop the theory of BV algebras, canonical maps, flows and
flow stabilizers. A part of the material is just a review of known results, the rest is
original to the best of our knowledge. Our treatment is essentially mathematical,
the material presented below providing mainly the formal foundations of the BV
theory of the RG presented in sects. 3 and 4.
The notion of BV flow is a formalization of that of BV RG flow and so plays a
basic role in the BV RG theory of sect. 3. The notion of BV stabilizers emerges
naturally enough within BV flow theory, but so far we have found no application
of it in BV RG theory. We elaborate on it anyway for its potential in the analysis
of the symmetries of the RGE.
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the basics of abstract BV theory
and graded geometry. For background, we refer him/her again to [21] and also
to ref. [35]. Unless otherwise stated, we shall deal mostly with real unital asso-
ciative graded commutative algebras or graded commutative algebras for short.
Commutators are always assumed to be graded.
2.1 BV algebras
In this subsection, we review the basic notions and the main properties of BV
algebras. This material is standard and is presented only to set our notation and
for later reference.
We introduce BV structures through BV Laplacians.
Definition 2.1. A BV algebra is a graded commutative algebra X equipped with
a BV Laplacian ∆X , that is a linear endomorphism ∆X : X Ñ X enjoying the
following properties:
|∆Xf | “ |f | ` 1, (2.1.1)
∆Xpfghq “ ´∆Xfgh´ p´1q
|f |f∆Xgh´ p´1q
|f |`|g|fg∆Xh (2.1.2)
`∆Xpfgqh` p´1q
p|f |`1q|g|g∆Xpfhq ` p´1q
|f |f∆Xpghq
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for f, g, h P X and
∆X
2 “ 0, (2.1.3)
∆X1X “ 0. (2.1.4)
Stated in words, a BV algebra is graded commutative algebra endowed with a
degree 1, second order differential operator ∆X squaring to 0 and annihilating
the unit 1X of X .
By (2.1.3), if X is BV algebra, pX,∆Xq is a cochain complex. To this there is
attached a cohomology H˚pX,∆Xq, the BV algebra cohomology.
From now on, we consider a fixed BV algebra X with Laplacian ∆X .
Definition 2.2. The BV bracket of X is the bilinear map p´,´qX : X ˆX Ñ X
defined by
pf, gqX “ p´1q
|f |
`
∆Xpfgq ´∆Xfg ´ p´1q
|f |f∆Xg
˘
(2.1.5)
for f, g P X.
The BV bracket of X is therefore completely determined by the BV Laplacian of
X as the failure of the latter to be a degree 1 derivation of X .
The following well–known proposition is the result of straightforward calcula-
tions based on relation (2.1.5).
Proposition 2.1. The bracket p´,´qX of the BV algebra X obeys the following
relations,
|pf, gqX| “ |f | ` |g| ` 1, (2.1.6)
pf, gqX ` p´1q
p|f |`1qp|g|`1qpg, fqX “ 0, (2.1.7)
p´1qp|h|`1qp|f |`1qpf, pg, hqXqX ` p´1q
p|f |`1qp|g|`1qpg, ph, fqXqX (2.1.8)
` p´1qp|g|`1qp|h|`1qph, pf, gqXqX “ 0,
pf, ghqX ´ pf, gqXh´ p´1q
p|f |`1q|g|gpf, hqX “ 0, (2.1.9)
pf, 1XqX “ 0 (2.1.10)
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for f, g, h P X.
Hence, p´,´qX has degree 1, is shifted graded antisymmetric and obeys the
shifted graded Jacobi identity. Further, adX f :“ pf,´qX is a degree |f | ` 1
derivation of X . This makes any BV algebra a Gerstenhaber algebra, an odd
version of a Poisson algebra. Many notions and constructions of Poisson algebra
theory can in this way be extended to BV algebras.
The BV Laplacian ∆X differentiates the BV brackets.
Proposition 2.2. One has
∆Xpf, gqX “ p∆Xf, gqX ` p´1q
|f |`1pf,∆XgqX (2.1.11)
for f, g P X.
The BV algebra X is characterized by its BV center CX , the subalgebra
formed by all elements c P X such that pf, cqX “ 0 for all f P X . We note that
by (2.1.10) R1X Ă CX .
Definition 2.3. The BV algebra X is said non singular if CX “ R1X . In that
case, the underlying BV Laplacian ∆X is also called non singular.
In this paper, we shall consider exclusively non singular BV algebras.
2.2 BV canonical maps
In this subsection, we introduce the notion of BV canonical map in a way that is
original to the best of our knowledge.
Let X , Y be non singular BV algebras (cf. defs. 2.1, 2.3).
Definition 2.4. A canonical map from X to Y is an invertible graded commutative
algebra morphism α : X Ñ Y with the following property. There exists an element
rα P Y such that
|rα| “ 0, (2.2.1)
∆Y α ´ α∆X ` adY rαα “ 0. (2.2.2)
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rα is called the logarithmic Jacobian of α.
The name given to rα derives from fact that in the functional formulations of BV
theory rα is half the logarithm of the Jacobian Berezinian of α [16]. We note
that in the present formulation, rα is defined only modulo CY “ R1Y .
Proposition 2.3. The Jacobian rα of a canonical map α : X Ñ Y satisfies
∆Y rα `
1
2
prα, rαqY “ 0. (2.2.3)
Eq. (2.2.3) has the form of a quantum ME.
Proof. From (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), using (2.1.3) and (2.1.11), we find
0 “ α∆X∆Xf (2.2.4)
“ ∆Y α∆Xf ` prα, α∆XfqY
“ ∆Y p∆Y αf ` prα, αfqY q ` prα, ∆Y αf ` prα, αfqY qY
“ p∆Y rα ` prα, rαqY {2, αfqY ,
where f P X . So, ∆Y rα ` prα, rαqY {2 P CY “ R1Y . As |∆Y rα ` prα, rαqY {2| “ 1,
(2.2.3) holds.
Canonical maps preserve BV brackets.
Proposition 2.4. Let α : X Ñ Y be a canonical map. Then, for f, g P X, one has
αpf, gqX “ pαf, αgqY . (2.2.5)
Proof. By virtue of (2.1.5), using (2.2.1), (2.2.2), for f, g P X
αpf, gqX “ p´1q
|f |
`
α∆Xpfgq ´ α∆Xfαg ´ p´1q
|f |αfα∆Xg
˘
(2.2.6)
“ p´1q|f |
`
∆Y pαfαgq ` prα, αfαgqY
´ p∆Y αf ` prα, αfqY qαg ´ p´1q
|f |αfp∆Y αg ` prα, αgqY
˘
“ pαf, αgqY ,
as claimed.
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We have not been able to show that every BV bracket preserving graded algebra
isomorphism is canonical in the sense of def. 2.4. Since in the analysis of the BV
formulation of the RG the logarithmic Jacobian plays a basic role, however, the
definition of canonical map given in 2.4 is definitely the most natural.
If X, Y, Z are BV algebras and α : X Ñ Y , β : Y Ñ Z are canonical maps,
βα : X Ñ Z also is, the Jacobians of α, β and βα being related as
rβα “ rβ ` βrα mod R1Z . (2.2.7)
If X is a BV algebra, the identity idX : X Ñ X of X is canonical with Jacobian
ridX “ 0 mod R1X . (2.2.8)
If X, Y are BV algebras and α : X Ñ Y is a canonical map, so is α´1 : Y Ñ X ,
the Jacobians of α, α´1 being related as
rα´1 “ ´α
´1rα mod R1X . (2.2.9)
By (2.2.7)–(2.2.9), BV algebras and BV algebra canonical maps form a groupoid
BVAlg. BVAlg is a proper subcategory of the category grcAlg of graded commuta-
tive algebras and algebra morphisms. There is thus a canonical action of BVAlg
on the linear fibered set XBVAlg “
š
XPObjBVAlg
X{R1X . (2.2.7) entails that the
logarithmic Jacobian map r : HomBVAlg Ñ XBVAlg is a 1–cocycle of BVAlg valued
in XBVAlg.
Let X be a non singular BV algebra.
Definition 2.5. An infinitesimal canonical map of X is a degree 0 derivation ξ of
the graded commutative algebra X with the following property. There exists an
element eξ P X such that
|eξ| “ 0, (2.2.10)
∆Xξ ´ ξ∆X ` adX eξ “ 0. (2.2.11)
eξ is called the logarithmic Jacobian of ξ.
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In formal terms, an infinitesimal canonical map ξ describes a finite canonical
map idX `ξ infinitely close to the identity idX , (2.2.11) being the linearization of
(2.2.2). Again, eξ is defined only modulo R1X .
Proposition 2.5. The Jacobian eξ of an infinitesimal canonical map ξ of X obeys
∆Xeξ “ 0. (2.2.12)
Proof. From (2.2.10) and (2.2.11), using (2.1.3) and (2.1.11), we find
0 “ ξ∆X∆Xf (2.2.13)
“ ∆Xξ∆Xf ` peξ, ∆XfqX
“ ∆Xp∆Xξf ` peξ, fqXq ` peξ, ∆XfqX
“ p∆Xeξ, fqX,
where f P X . Hence, ∆Xeξ P CX “ R1X . As |∆Xeξ| “ 1 (2.2.12) holds.
As expected, (2.2.12) is the linearized version of (2.2.3).
Infinitesimal canonical maps preserve BV brackets in the appropriate sense.
Proposition 2.6. Let ξ be an infinitesimal canonical map of X. For any f, g P X,
ξpf, gqX ´ pξf, gqX ´ pf, ξgqX “ 0. (2.2.14)
Proof. By virtue of (2.1.5), using (2.2.10), (2.2.11), for f, g P X
ξpf, gqX “ p´1q
|f |
`
ξ∆Xpfgq ´ ξ∆Xfg (2.2.15)
´∆Xfξg ´ p´1q
|f |ξf∆Xg ´ p´1q
|f |fξ∆Xg
˘
“ p´1q|f |
`
∆Xpξfg ` fξgq ` peξ, fgqX
´ p∆Xξf ` peξ, fqXqg ´∆Xfξg
´ p´1q|f |ξf∆Xg ´ p´1q
|f |fp∆Xξg ` peξ, gqXq
˘
“ pξf, gqX ` pf, ξgqX,
14
as claimed.
Again, as expected, (2.2.14) is the linearized version of (2.2.5).
The infinitesimal canonical maps of X form a Lie algebra canX , which is a
proper Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra derX0 of degree 0 derivations of the graded
commutative algebra X . Indeed, as is easily verified, if ξ, η are infinitesimal
canonical maps of X , so is rξ, ηs, its Jacobian being
erξ,ηs “ ξeη ´ ηeξ mod R1X . (2.2.16)
There is an important subset of infinitesimal canonical maps, those of the
form adX x with x P X , |x| “ ´1. Indeed, it is straightforward to check from
(2.1.11) that adX x satisfies the conditions (2.2.10), (2.2.11) with Jacobian
eadX x “ ´∆Xx mod R1X . (2.2.17)
The infinitesimal canonical maps of the form adX x form a Lie subalgebra can
0
X
of the infinitesimal canonical map Lie algebra canX .
2.3 Families of BV structures
In this subsection, we introduce and study families of BV structures.
The theory developed below involves differentiation of functions defined on
a parameter graded manifold and valued in a graded commutative algebra. In
order not to commit ourselves with any definite notion of differentiability and
remain as general as possible, we proceed in a completely formal way.
Let M be a graded manifold and A a graded commutative algebra.
Definition 2.6. A formal differentiation structure of A over M consists of the
following data.
1. A graded Lie algebra VectpMq of vector fields over M .
2. A graded VectpMq–module MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq of maps of M into
HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq containing all constant maps for each integer k ě 0.
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It is further required that the operation of morphism nested composition
HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq ˆ
śk
r“1 HomgrVctpA
bkr , Aq Ñ HomgrVctpA
bΣkr“1kr , Aq (2.3.1)
induces an operation of morphism valued map nested composition
MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq ˆ
śk
r“1MappM,HomgrVctpA
bkr , Aqq (2.3.2)
Ñ MappM,HomgrVctpA
bΣkr“1kr , Aqq
and that the Lie module action of VectpMq is graded Leibniz with respect to it.
Finally, it is requested that VectpMq acts trivially on constant maps.
Above, grVct denotes the category of graded vector spaces and HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq
the graded vector space internal morphism space of Abk into A. By a map of
M into HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq we mean one of the local form Φpmq “
ř
Rms
RΦRpmbq,
where mb and ms are the body and soul local coordinates of M , R is a soul
multiindex, ms
R is the corresponding soul coordinate multipower and the ΦR are
maps valued in HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq non zero only for finitely many values of R.
For every k, HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq is contained in MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq as
its subspace of constant maps. In particular, k–fold multiplication of A is in
MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq. The morphism nested composition (2.3.1) is the map-
ping associating the composite T ˝grVct pT1, . . . , Tkq with pT, T1, . . . , Tkq.
For k “ 0, one has HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq “ A and MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq “
MappM,Aq. Further, by the nested composition operation (2.3.2) with kr “ 0,
pointwise multiplication renders MappM,Aq a graded commutative algebra of
maps of M into A.
For any vector field X P VectpMq and map Φ P MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq,
a map XΦ P MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq is defined, that is linear in X and Φ,
has the property that XΦ “ 0 when Φ is constant and satisfies rX,X 1sΦ “
XpX 1Φq ´ p´1q|X||X
1|X 1pXΦq. The graded Leibniz requirement can be stated as
XpΦuq “ pXΦqu` p´1q|X||Φ|ΦpXuq (2.3.3)
for Φ P MappM,EndgrVctpAqq and u P MappM,Aq for k “ 1,
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XpΦpu, vqq “ pXΦqpu, vq ` p´1q|X||Φ|ΦpXu, vq ` p´1q|X|p|Φ|`|u|qΦpu,Xvq (2.3.4)
for Φ P MappM,HomgrVctpA
b2, Aqq and u, v P MappM,Aq for k “ 2, etc. When Φ
is the 2–fold multiplication map, we recover the standard Leibniz relation
Xpuvq “ Xuv ` p´1q|X||u|uXv. (2.3.5)
It is useful to adjoin to the formal differentiation structure the vector spaces
MappMp,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq of all maps Φ of Mp into HomgrVctpA
bk, Aq with the
property that all the maps obtained by fixing p ´ 1 of the their p arguments
belong to MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq. Notice that when p “ 1 we recover the
space MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq as defined previously.
Although the above formulation of differentiation structure of A over M is
rigorous and economical in terms of number of assumptions made, it is somewhat
notationally and terminologically unwieldy. In what follows, we think of a map
Φ P MappM,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq as a parametrized collection of morphisms Φm :
Abk Ñ A, m P M , and call it a family of morphism of Abk into A over M .
Similarly, we think of a map Φ P MappMp,HomgrVctpA
bk, Aqq as a parametrized
collection of morphisms Φm1,...,mp : A
bk Ñ A, m1, . . . , mp PM , and call it a family
of morphism of Abk into A over Mp. We shall also often omit to indicate the
range of variation of m, respectively m1, . . . , mp, when no confusion can arise.
Below, we consider a graded commutative algebra X , a parameter graded
manifold T and a formal differentiation structure of X over T and families
parametrized by t P T . In the analysis of the RGE in BV theory, X will be
the BV field space and T will be the energy scale parameter manifold. Albeit
there is no a priori restriction to the generality of T , it may help the reader to
keep in mind the main examples treated in this paper, viz T “ R and T “ T r1sR.
Definition 2.7. A non singular BV Laplacian family over T is a family ∆t : X Ñ
X of vector space endomorphisms of X over T such that, for each t, ∆t is a non
singular BV Laplacian (cf. defs. 2.1 and 2.3).
For fixed t, we shall denote by Xt the BV algebra resulting from endowing the
graded algebra X with the BV Laplacian ∆t.
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Let ∆t be a non singular BV Laplacian family over T .
Definition 2.8. The BV bracket family over T corresponding to ∆t is the family
p´,´qt : X ˆX Ñ X of bilinear brackets over T defined according to (2.1.5).
Explicitly, one has
pf, gqt “ p´1q
|f |
`
∆tpfgq ´∆tfg ´ p´1q
|f |f∆tg
˘
, (2.3.6)
where f, g P X . p´,´qt is the BV bracket of the BV algebra Xt.
It is possible to use a vector field D of T to probe the BV Laplacian family
∆t. In BV RG theory, this generates the differential operators appearing in the
relevant RGEs. In the main examples considered in this paper, T “ R and T r1sR,
coordinatized with the standard coordinates t and t, θ, we have D “ d{dt and
D “ B{Bt, B{Bθ, respectively. Again, other cases may be envisaged.
Let D P VectpT q be a fixed vector field of T .
Definition 2.9. The D–derived BV Laplacian family over T of ∆t is the family
∆Dt : X Ñ X of vector space endomorphisms of X over T defined by
∆Dt “ Dt∆t. (2.3.7)
The basic relations (2.1.1) –(2.1.4) satisfied by ∆t imply the following.
Proposition 2.7. For each t, ∆Dt obeys
|∆Dtf | “ |f | ` |D| ` 1, (2.3.8)
∆Dtpfghq “ ´∆
D
tfgh´ p´1q
p|D|`1q|f |f∆Dtgf (2.3.9)
´ p´1qp|D|`1qp|f |`|g|qfg∆Dth `∆
D
tpfgqh
` p´1qp|f |`|D|`1q|g|g∆Dtpfhq ` p´1q
p|D|`1q|f |f∆Dtpghq,
where f, g, h P X and
r∆t, ∆
D
ts “ 0, (2.3.10)
∆Dt1X “ 0. (2.3.11)
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So, for fixed t, ∆Dt is a degree |D|`1 second order differential operator commuting
with ∆t and annihilating 1X .
We can use the vector field D to probe in similar way also the BV bracket
family p´,´qt.
Definition 2.10. The D–derived BV bracket family over T associated with p´,´qt
is the family p´,´qDt : X ˆX Ñ X of bilinear brackets over T defined by
pf, gqDt “ p´1q
|D||f |Dtpf, gqt (2.3.12)
for f, g P X
p´,´qDt obeys certain relations following from the basic relations (2.1.6)– (2.1.10)
satisfied by p´,´qt.
Proposition 2.8. For each t, one has
|pf, gqDt| “ |f | ` |g| ` |D| ` 1, (2.3.13)
pf, gqDt ` p´1q
p|f |`|D|`1qp|g|`|D|`1q`|D|pg, fqDt “ 0, (2.3.14)
p´1qp|h|`|D|`1qp|f |`1q
`
pf, pg, hqtq
D
t ` p´1q
|D|p|g|`1qpf, pg, hqDtqt
˘
(2.3.15)
` p´1qp|f |`|D|`1qp|g|`1q
`
pg, ph, fqtq
D
t ` p´1q
|D|p|h|`1qpg, ph, fqDtqt
˘
` p´1qp|g|`|D|`1qp|h|`1q
`
ph, pf, gqtq
D
t ` p´1q
|D|p|f |`1qph, pf, gqDtqt
˘
“ 0,
pf, ghqDt ´ pf, gq
D
th´ p´1q
p|f |`|D|`1q|g|gpf, hqDt “ 0, (2.3.16)
pf, 1Xq
D
t “ 0, (2.3.17)
where f, g, h P X,
Hence, p´,´qDt has degree |D| ` 1. Furthermore, p´,´q
D
t is shifted graded an-
tisymmetric (graded symmetric) when D is even (odd) and obeys an appropriate
generalization of the (shifted) graded Jacobi identity. Finally, pf,´qDt is a degree
|f | ` |D| ` 1 derivation of X .
The results illustrated above find immediate application in the theory of BV
flows of next subsection.
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2.4 BV flows
In this subsection, we introduce BV flows and study their properties in depth.
The notion of BV flow is a formalization of that of RG flow in BV theory studied
in the next section. For this reason it is of great salience for us.
As in the previous subsection, we consider a graded commutative algebra X
and a parameter graded manifold T and select a formal differentiation structure
of X over T (cf. def. 2.6). Further, we assume that a non singular BV Laplacian
family ∆t over T and its appended BV bracket family p´,´qt are given (cf. defs.
2.7, 2.8) making X a BV algebra Xt for each t.
A BV flow relates the BV structures corresponding to different points of the
parameter manifold T by means of canonical maps. Again, for the sake of con-
creteness, it may be helpful to keep in mind our main examples: T “ R and
T “ T r1sR.
Definition 2.11. A BV flow along T (relative to the BV Laplacian family ∆t) is
a family χt,s : X Ñ X of algebra automorphisms of X over T
2 obeying
χu,s “ χu,tχt,s, (2.4.1)
χs,t “ χt,s
´1, (2.4.2)
χs,s “ idX (2.4.3)
and such that χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt is a canonical map (cf. def. 2.4). It is further
required that the R1X indeterminacy of the logarithmic Jacobians rχt,s of the χt,s
can be fixed for each s, t P T in such a way that the resulting collection rχt,s is a
family of degree 0 elements of X over T 2 satisfying
rχu,s “ rχu,t ` χu,trχt,s, (2.4.4)
rχs,t “ ´χs,trχt,s, (2.4.5)
rχs,s “ 0. (2.4.6)
(2.4.2), (2.4.3) are implied by (2.4.1) and are shown here for their usefulness.
Similarly, (2.4.5), (2.4.6) follow from (2.4.4). (2.4.1)–(2.4.3) and (2.4.4)–(2.4.6)
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are compatible with relations (2.2.7)–(2.2.9), as is easily verified.
rχt,s is the logarithmic Jacobian family of the BV flow χt,s. rχt,s is determined
only up to addition an R1X valued family over T
2 obeying conditions (2.4.4)–
(2.4.6).
Definition 2.12. A degree p central logarithmic family over T 2 is a family of degree
p elements of X over T 2 of the form ρt,s1X , where ρ is a degree p function on T
2
satisfying the relation
ρu,s “ ρu,t ` ρt,s. (2.4.7)
We denote by zppT
2, Xq Ă MappT 2, Xq the vector space of all such families. The
logarithmic Jacobian family rχt,s is then defined mod z0pT
2, Xq. In what follows,
we assume that a choice of rχt,s has been made once and for all.
χt,s and rχt,s fit by (2.2.2) into the equation
∆tχt,s ´ χt,s∆s ` adt rχt,s χt,s “ 0. (2.4.8)
Further, by (2.2.3), rχt,s satisfies the equation
∆trχt,s `
1
2
prχt,s, rχt,sqt “ 0. (2.4.9)
A BV flow χ along T can be regarded as a groupoid Gχ such that ObjGχ “ T
and HomGχps, tq “ tχt,su for any pair s, t P ObjGχ. Gχ is trivial in the sense that
χt,s “ χt,oχs,o
´1, (2.4.10)
where o P T is a fixed chosen origin of T .
The groupoid Gχ acts on the linear fibered space XGχ “
š
tPObjGχ
Xt in the
obvious manner. By (2.4.4), the logarithmic Jacobian rχ : HomGχ Ñ XGχ of χ
defines a 1–cocycle of Gχ valued in XGχ . This cocycle is trivial, since by (2.4.4)
and (2.4.10) rχ can be expressed as
rχt,s “ rχt,o ´ χt,srχs,o. (2.4.11)
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As for families of BV structures, it is possible to probe a BV flow χt,s over T
using a vector field D of T .
Definition 2.13. The D–infinitesimal generator family over T of the BV flow χt,s
is the family χDt : X Ñ X of vector space endomorphisms over T
χDt “ Dtχt,s
ˇˇ
s“t
. (2.4.12)
The D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian family over T of the BV flow is the
family of elements rDχt P X over T defined by
rDχt “ Dtrχt,s
ˇˇ
s“t
. (2.4.13)
Proposition 2.9. χDt is degree |D| derivation of X.
Proof. Let f, g P X . Acting with Dt on the identity χt,spfgq ´ χt,sfχt,sg “ 0,
setting s “ t and then using relations (2.4.3) and (2.4.12), we obtain
0 “
“
Dtχt,spfgq ´Dtχt,sfχt,sg ´ p´1q
|D||f |χt,sfDtχt,sg
‰ˇˇ
s“t
(2.4.14)
“ χDtpfgq ´ χ
D
tfg ´ p´1q
|D||f |fχDtg.
Hence, χDt is degree |D| derivation of X .
Proposition 2.10. The equation
∆Dt ´ rχ
D
t, ∆ts ` adt r
D
χt “ 0 (2.4.15)
holds, where the D–derived BV Laplacian ∆Dt is defined by (2.3.7).
Eq. (2.4.15) is the D–evolution equation of the BV flow χt,s.
Proof. Acting with Dt on the identity (2.4.8), setting s “ t and then using re-
lations (2.4.3), (2.4.6) and (2.4.12), (2.4.13), we obtain
0 “
“
Dt∆tχt,sf ` p´1q
|D|∆tDtχt,sf ´Dtχt,s∆sf (2.4.16)
` pDtrχt,s, χt,sfqt ` p´1q
|D|prχt,s, Dtχt,sfqt `Dtprχu,s, χu,sfqt
ˇˇ
u“t
‰ˇˇ
s“t
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“ ∆Dtf ` p´1q
|D|∆tχ
D
tf ´ χ
D
t∆tf ` pr
D
χt, fqt,
where f P X . This shows (2.4.15).
Proposition 2.11. rDχt has degree D and satisfies the equation
∆tr
D
χt “ 0. (2.4.17)
Eq. (2.4.17) is the D–Jacobian equation of the BV flow χt,s.
Proof. From the definition (2.4.13), it is clear that |rDχt| “ |D|.
Acting with Dt on the identity (2.4.9), setting s “ t and using relation (2.4.6)
and again (2.4.13), we find
0 “
“
Dt∆trχt,s ` p´1q
|D|∆tDtrχt,s (2.4.18)
` pDtrχt,s, rχt,sqt `
1
2
Dtprχu,s, rχu,sqt
ˇˇ
u“t
‰ˇˇ
s“t
“ p´1q|D|∆tr
D
χt,
showing (2.4.17).
Since χt,s is canonical, one has
χt,spf, gqs “ pχt,sf, χt,sgqt (2.4.19)
for f, g P X , by (2.2.5). This entails the following property.
Proposition 2.12. For f, g P X, the relation
χDtpf, gqt “ pχ
D
tf, gqt ` p´1q
|D|p|f |`1qpf, χDtgqt ` p´1q
|D||f |pf, gqDt (2.4.20)
holds, where pf´,´qDt is the D–derived BV bracket defined in (2.3.12).
Proof. Acting with Dt on the identity (2.4.19), setting s “ t and using relations
(2.4.3), and (2.4.12), we obtain
0 “
“
Dtχt,spf, gqs ´ pDtχt,sf, χt,sgqt (2.4.21)
´ p´1q|D|p|f |`1qpχt,sf,Dtχt,sgqt ´Dtpχu,sf, χu,sgqt
ˇˇ
u“t
‰ˇˇ
s“t
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“ χDtpf, gqt ´ pχ
D
tf, gqt ´ p´1q
|D|p|f |`1qpf, χDtgqt ´ p´1q
|D||f |pf, gqDt,
showing (2.4.20).
In the last part of this subsection, we show how a certain set of natural data
on a graded algebra can be used to assemble a BV Laplacian family and flow.
Below X is a graded commutative algebra, T is a graded manifold and X is
equipped with a formal differentiation structure over T .
Proposition 2.13. Assume the following data are given.
1. A fixed origin o P T .
2. A non singular BV Laplacian ∆o on X.
3. A family χt,s : X Ñ X of algebra automorphisms of X over T
2 satisfying
relation (2.4.1).
4. A family rχt,s P X of degree 0 elements of X over T
2 satisfying (2.4.4) and
(2.4.9) with t “ o.
Set for t P T ,
∆χt “ χt,op∆o ` ado rχo,tqχt,o
´1. (2.4.22)
Then, ∆χt is a non singular BV Laplacian family over T , χt,s is a BV flow relative
to it and rχt,s is the associated logarithmic Jacobian family.
The proof is a bit involved. It follows from the following five lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let ∆0 be a BV Laplacian on X and let a P X with |a| “ 0 satisfying
∆0a`
1
2
pa, aq0 “ 0. (2.4.23)
Then, the operator
∆a “ ∆0 ` ad0 a (2.4.24)
is a BV Laplacian on X.
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Proof. We have to demonstrate that ∆a satisfies conditions (2.1.1)–(2.1.4) of def.
2.1.
For f P X , we have |∆0f | “ | ad0 f | “ |f | ` 1. Hence, |∆af | “ |f | ` 1. Thus,
∆a satisfies condition (2.1.1).
∆0 satisfies condition (2.1.2) by assumption. By repeated application of prop-
erty (2.1.9), one can verify that the relation
ad0 apfghq “ ´ ad0 afgh´ p´1q
|f |f ad0 agh´ p´1q
|f |`|g|fg ad0 ah (2.4.25)
` ad0 apfgqh` p´1q
p|f |`1q|g|g ad0 apfhq ` p´1q
|f |f ad0 apghq
holds for f, g, h P X . Hence, by (2.4.24), ∆a also obeys condition (2.1.2).
By (2.4.24), we have
∆a
2 “ ∆0
2 `∆0 ad0 a` ad0 a∆0 ` pad0 aq
2. (2.4.26)
Identity (2.1.11) with f “ a entails that
∆0 ad0 a` ad0 a∆0 “ ad0p∆0aq. (2.4.27)
Further identity (2.1.8) with f “ g “ a implies that
pad0 aq
2 “
1
2
ad0pa, aq0. (2.4.28)
It follows that
∆a
2 “ ad0
ˆ
∆0a`
1
2
pa, aq0
˙
“ 0 (2.4.29)
by (2.4.23). So, ∆a satisfies also condition (2.1.3).
∆0 obeys condition (2.1.4) by assumption. By virtue of (2.1.10), we have
ad0 1X “ 0. Hence, by (2.4.24), ∆a also satisfies condition (2.1.4).
Lemma 2.2. If α : X Ñ X is a graded algebra automorphism, then the operator
∆αa “ α∆aα
´1 (2.4.30)
with ∆a given by (2.4.24) is a BV Laplacian on X.
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Proof. Conditions (2.1.1)–(2.1.4) of def. 2.1, required for an operator to be a
BV Laplacian, are manifestly invariant under conjugation by a graded algebra
automorphism. Thus, since ∆a is a BV Laplacian by lemma 2.1 and α is an
automorphism, ∆αa is a BV Laplacian as well.
Lemma 2.3. Let p´,´qαa be the BV bracket associated with the BV Laplacian
∆αa by (2.1.5). Then, for u P X with |u| “ 0, one has
adαa u “ α ad0pα
´1uqα´1. (2.4.31)
Proof. The expression (2.1.5) of the BV bracket associated with a BV Laplacian
is manifestly invariant under conjugation by graded algebra automorphism. So,
pf, gqαa “ αpα
´1f, α´1gqa (2.4.32)
for f, g P X , where p´,´qa is the BV bracket associated with the BV Laplacian
∆a. p´,´qa is also given by (2.1.5). As ad0 a is a degree 1 derivation of X ,
ad0pfgq ´ ad0 fg ´ p´1q
|f |f ad0 g “ 0. (2.4.33)
From (2.1.5) and (2.4.24), it follows then that ad0 a gives a vanishing contribution
to p´,´qa so that p´,´qa “ p´,´q0. Hence, (2.4.32) gets updated to
pf, gqαa “ αpα
´1f, α´1gq0. (2.4.34)
From this relation, (2.4.31) is obvious.
Lemma 2.4. ∆αa is non singular.
Proof. This follows readily from (2.4.34) and the non singulararity of ∆0.
Denote by Xαa the BV algebra consisting in the graded algebra X equipped with
the BV Laplacian ∆αa.
Lemma 2.5. Let a1, a2 P X with |a1| “ |a2| “ 0, α1, α2 : X Ñ X be graded algebra
automorphisms and β “ α2α1
´1. Then, β : Xα1a1 Ñ Xα2a2 is canonical with
associated logarithmic Jacobian
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rβ “ ´α2pa2 ´ a1q mod R1X . (2.4.35)
Proof. Using (2.4.24), (2.4.30) and (2.4.31), we find
∆α2a2β ´ β∆α1a1 “ α2p∆a2 ´∆a1qα1
´1 (2.4.36)
“ α2 ad0pa2 ´ a1qα1
´1
“ adα2a2pα2pa2 ´ a1qqβ.
Now, ∆αa is non singular by lemma 2.4. The statement follows.
Proof of prop. 2.13. ∆χt is of the form (2.4.30) with α “ χt,o and a “ rχo,t. By
lemma 2.2, so, ∆χt is a BV Laplacian. By lemma 2.4, ∆χt is non singular. The
fact that χt,o and rχo,t are families of endomorphisms of X of the given formal
differentiation structure of X over T ensures that ∆χt is a family of the same kind
as well (cf. def. 2.6). In this way, ∆χt constitutes a non singular BV Laplacian
family.
Let α1 “ χs,o, α2 “ χt,o, β “ χt,oχs,o
´1 “ χt,s. By lemma 2.5, then,
χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt is canonical. Furthermore, its logarithmic Jacobian, computed
according to (2.4.35), is given by
rχt,s “ ´χt,oprχo,t ´ rχo,sq mod R1X (2.4.37)
“ ´χt,oχo,srχs,t
“ rχt,s,
where (2.4.4) has been used. Hence the R1X indeterminacy of rχt,s can be fixed
so that rχt,s is a family of degree 0 elements of X over T
2, since rχt,s is one such
family by assumption. It follows so from def. 2.11 that χt,s is a BV flow relative
to the Laplacian family ∆χt. l
Given a non singular BV Laplacian family ∆t of X over T and a BV flow χt,s
relative to ∆t with logarithmic Jacobian family rχt,s, we can use ∆o, χt,s and rχt,s
to construct the BV Laplacian family ∆χt having χt,s as a BV flow using (2.4.22)
as stated in prop. 2.13. One should keep in mind, however, that in general ∆χt
needs not equal ∆t.
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2.5 BV flow stabilizers
In this subsection, we introduce the notion of BV flow stabilizer which is expected
be relevant in the study of the symmetry of BV flows.
Let X and T be as in subsect. 2.4 above and let ∆t be a non singular BV
Laplacian family over T and χt,s a BV flow along T relative to it (cf. defs. 2.7
and 2.11).
It is possible to generate new BV flows from χt,s by conjugation.
Definition 2.14. A canonical map family over T (relative to the BV Laplacian
family ∆t) is a family γt : X Ñ X of algebra automorphisms of X over T such
that γt : Xt Ñ Xt is a canonical map for every t (cf. def. 2.4). It is further
required that the R1X indeterminacy of the logarithmic Jacobians rγt of the γt
can be fixed for each t in such a way that the collection rγt is a family of degree
0 elements of X over T .
rγt is the logarithmic Jacobian family of the canonical map family γt. rγt is unique
only up to addition of an R1X valued family over T .
Definition 2.15. A degree p central logarithmic family over T is a family of degree
p elements of X over T of the form ρt1X , where ρ is a degree p function on T .
We denote by zppT,Xq Ă MappT,Xq the vector space of all such families. The
logarithmic Jacobian family rγt is then defined mod z0pT,Xq. In what follows,
we assume that a choice of rγt has been made once and for all.
Let γt be a canonical map family.
Definition 2.16. The γ–conjugate of the BV flow χt,s is the family
γχt,s : X Ñ X
of algebra automorphisms of X over T 2 defined by
γχt,s “ γtχt,sγs
´1. (2.5.1)
Proposition 2.14. The γ–conjugate γχt,s of χt,s is a BV flow.
Proof. γχt,s is a family of algebra automorphisms of X over T
2, as by (2.5.1) it
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is a composition of the families γχt,s and γt.
γχt,s enjoys the properties (2.4.1)–
(2.4.3), since those relations are manifestly invariant under conjugation. Further,
γχt,s : Xs Ñ Xt is canonical, as it is a composition of canonical maps. Next, by
(2.5.1) again, and the identities (2.2.7), (2.2.9), it follows that the logarithmic
Jacobian of γχt,s is
rγχt,s “ γtrχt,s ` rγt ´
γχt,srγs mod R1X . (2.5.2)
The R1X indeterminacy of rγχt,s can be fixed in such a way that rγχt,s is a family
of degree 0 elements of X over T 2, as the right hand side of (2.5.2) is built of the
families χt,s, rχt,s and γt, rγt. The statement follows.
Proposition 2.15. The logarithmic Jacobian family rγχt,s of the γ–conjugate flow
γχt,s can be chosen to be given by
rγχt,s “ γtrχt,s ` rγt ´
γχt,srγs. (2.5.3)
Proof. This follows readily from (2.5.2).
Recall that any other picking differs from the above one by an element of the
degree 0 central logarithmic family space z0pT
2, Xq (cf. subsect. 2.4, def. 2.12).
Below, we adhere to the choice (2.5.3).
The stabilizers of a BV flow are special conjugations leaving the flow un-
changed. They so encode the flow’s symmetry.
Definition 2.17. The canonical map family γt is a stabilizer of the BV flow χt,s if
γχt,s “ χt,s. (2.5.4)
Combining def. 2.16 and prop. 2.15, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.16. Let the canonical map family γt be a stabilizer of the BV flow
χt,s. Then, χt,s satisfies the identity
χt,s “ γtχt,sγs
´1, (2.5.5)
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while the logarithmic Jacobian rχt,s family of χt,s obeys
rχt,s “ γtrχt,s ` rγt ´ χt,srγs mod z0pT
2, Xq. (2.5.6)
The identity (2.5.6) holds only mod z0pT
2, Xq because the choice of rχt,s and rγχt,s
fixes their respective z0pT
2, Xq indeterminacy in a generally independent manner.
Let D P VectpMq be a vector field.
Proposition 2.17. Under γ–conjugation, the D–infinitesimal generator χDt of the
BV flow χt,s (cf. eq. (2.4.12)) transforms as
γχDt “ Dtγtγt
´1 ` γtχ
D
tγt
´1. (2.5.7)
Moreover, the D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian rDγχt (cf. eq. (2.4.13)) gets
rDγχt “ γtr
D
χt `Dtrγt ´
γχDtrγt. (2.5.8)
Proof. By relation (2.4.12) defining χDt, acting with Dt on both sides of the
identity (2.5.1), setting s “ t and using (2.4.3), we find
γχDt “
“
Dtγtχt,sγs
´1 ` γtDtχt,sγs
´1
‰ˇˇ
s“t
(2.5.9)
“ Dtγtγt
´1 ` γtχ
D
tγt
´1.
This shows (2.5.7).
By relation (2.4.13) defining rDγχt, making Dt act on both sides of the identity
(2.5.3), setting s “ t and using (2.4.6) and (2.4.12), we obtain
rDγχt “
“
Dtγtrχt,s ` γtDtrχt,s `Dtrγt ´Dt
γχt,srγs
‰ˇˇ
s“t
(2.5.10)
“ γtr
D
χt `Dtrγt ´
γχDtrγt.
This shows (2.5.8).
From prop. 2.17, we obtain immediately the following result.
Proposition 2.18. If the canonical map family γt is a stabilizer of the BV flow
χt,s, the D–infinitesimal generator χ
D
t of χt,s satisfies
χDt “ Dtγtγt
´1 ` γtχ
D
tγt
´1, (2.5.11)
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while the D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian rDχt obeys
rDχt “ γtr
D
χt `Dtrγt ´ χ
D
trγt mod z|D|pT,Xq. (2.5.12)
Proof. Only (2.5.12) needs to be commented. (2.5.12) holds only mod z|D|pT,Xq
because (2.5.6) holds mod z0pT
2, Xq and the action of Dt on a degree 0 central
logarithmic family ρt,s1X over T
2 at s “ t yields the degree D central logarithmic
family Dtρt,s|s“t1X over T .
The infinitesimal versions of conjugation and stabilizer turn out to be useful.
Definition 2.18. An infinitesimal canonical map family over T (relative to the BV
Laplacian family ∆t) is a family ǫt : X Ñ X, t P T , of degree 0 derivations of X
over T such that ǫt : Xt Ñ Xt is an infinitesimal canonical map for every t (cf.
def. 2.5). It is further required that the R1X indeterminacy of the logarithmic
Jacobians eǫt of the ǫt can be fixed in such a way that the collection eǫt, t P T , is
a family of degree 0 elements of X over T .
eǫt is the logarithmic Jacobian family of the infinitesimal canonical map family ǫt
and, as in the finite case, is defined only mod z0pT,Xq. Again, we assume that a
choice of eǫt has been made once and for all below.
Let ǫt be an infinitesimal canonical map family.
Definition 2.19. The infinitesimal ǫ–conjugate of the BV flow χt,s is the family
δǫχt,s : X Ñ X of endomorphisms of X over T
2 defined by
δǫχt,s “ ǫtχt,s ´ χt,sǫs. (2.5.13)
Proposition 2.19. δǫχt,s is a degree 0 derivation of X over χt,s, that is
δǫχt,spfgq “ δǫχt,sfχt,sg ` χt,sfδǫχt,sg (2.5.14)
for all f, g P X.
Proof. Let f, g P X . Then, using that χt,s is an algebra endomorphism and ǫt is
a degree 0 derivation of X , we have
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δǫχt,spfgq “ ǫtpχt,sfχt,sgq ´ χt,spǫsfg ` fǫsgq (2.5.15)
“ ǫtχt,sfχt,sg ` χt,sfǫtχt,sg ´ χt,sǫsfχt,sg ´ χt,sfχt,sǫsg
“ δǫχt,sfχt,sg ` χt,sfδǫχt,sg,
as claimed.
δǫ behaves as a variation operation as appears from comparing (2.4.8) and the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.20. The relation
∆tδǫχt,s ´ δǫχt,s∆s ` adt rχt,sδǫχt,s ` adt δǫrχt,sχt,s “ 0 (2.5.16)
holds, where δǫrχt,s is the family of degree 0 elements of X over T
2
δǫrχt,s “ ǫtrχt,s ` eǫt ´ χt,seǫs. (2.5.17)
Proof. Since χt,s is canonical, (2.4.8) holds. Furthermore, as ǫt is infinitesimal
canonical, we have
∆tǫt ´ ǫt∆t ` adt eǫt “ 0 (2.5.18)
by (2.2.11). Then, by (2.5.14) and (2.2.5), (2.2.14),
∆tδǫχt,sf “ ∆tǫtχt,sf ´∆tχt,sǫsf (2.5.19)
“ ǫt∆tχt,sf ´ peǫt, χt,sfqt ´ χt,s∆sǫsf ` prχt,s, χt,sǫsfqt
“ ǫtχt,s∆sf ´ ǫtprχt,s, χt,sfqt ´ peǫt, χt,sfqt
´ χt,sǫs∆sf ` χt,speǫs, fqs ` prχt,s, χt,sǫsfqt
“ δǫχt,s∆sf ´ prχt,s, δǫχt,sfqt ´ pδǫrχt,s, χt,sfqt
for f P X . This shows the proposition.
We note that (2.5.17) is compatible with (2.4.4) in the sense that the identity
δǫrχu,s “ δǫrχu,t ` χu,tδǫrχt,s ` δǫχu,trχt,s (2.5.20)
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holds, as is straightforward to verify. We also observe that (2.5.17) may be
altered as usual by adding to the right hand side an arbitrary degree 0 central
logarithmic family of z0pT
2, Xq. The modification preserves (2.5.20). In what
follows, we conform to the choice (2.5.17).
The infinitesimal stabilizers of a BV flow encode its infinitesimal symmetry.
Definition 2.20. The infinitesimal canonical map family ǫt is an infinitesimal sta-
bilizer of the BV flow χt,s if
δǫχt,s “ 0. (2.5.21)
From def. 2.19 and prop. 2.20, we obtain immediately the following result.
Proposition 2.21. Let the infinitesimal canonical map family ǫt be an infinitesimal
stabilizer of the BV flow χt,s. Then, the BV flow χt,s satisfies the identity
ǫtχt,s ´ χt,sǫs “ 0, (2.5.22)
while the logarithmic Jacobian rχt,s of χt,s obeys
ǫtrχt,s ` eǫt ´ χt,seǫs “ 0 mod z0pT
2, Xq. (2.5.23)
(2.5.23) holds mod z0pT
2, Xq for reasons analogous to those why (2.5.6) does
The variation operator δ commutes with the action of vector fields of T , as
we show next.
Let D P VectpMq be a vector field.
Proposition 2.22. Under infinitesimal ǫ–conjugation, the variation of the D–in-
finitesimal generator χDt of the BV flow χt,s is given by
δǫχ
D
t “ Dtǫt ´ rχ
D
t, ǫts. (2.5.24)
Moreover, the variation of the D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian reads as
δǫr
D
χt “ ǫtr
D
χt `Dteǫt ´ χ
D
teǫt. (2.5.25)
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Proof. By the defining relation (2.4.12), acting with Dt on both sides of the
identity (2.5.13), setting s “ t and using (2.4.3), we find
δǫχ
D
t “ Dtδǫχt,s
ˇˇ
s“t
(2.5.26)
“
“
Dtǫtχt,s ` ǫtDtχt,s ´Dtχt,sǫs
‰ˇˇ
s“t
“ Dtǫt ` ǫtχ
D
t ´ χ
D
tǫt.
This shows (2.5.24).
By the defining relation (2.4.13), acting with Dt on both sides of the identity
(2.5.17), setting s “ t and using (2.4.6), we obtain
δǫr
D
χt “ Dtδǫrχt,s
ˇˇ
s“t
(2.5.27)
“
“
Dtǫtrχt,s ` ǫtDtrχt,s `Dteǫt ´Dtχt,seǫs
‰ˇˇ
s“t
“ ǫtr
D
χt `Dteǫt ´ χ
D
teǫt.
(2.5.25) is so proven.
From prop. 2.22, we obtain immediately the following result.
Proposition 2.23. If the infinitesimal canonical map family ǫt is an infinitesimal
stabilizer of the BV flow χt,s, the D–infinitesimal generator χ
D
t of χt,s satisfies
Dtǫt ´ rχ
D
t, ǫts “ 0, (2.5.28)
while the D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian correspondingly obeys
ǫtr
D
χt `Dteǫt ´ χ
D
teǫt “ 0 mod z|D|pT,Xq. (2.5.29)
(2.5.12) holds only mod z|D|pT,Xq for the same reasons indicated in the proof of
relation (2.5.12).
The above analysis applies in particular for a family of infinitesimal canonical
maps of the adjoint form adt xt, where xt is a family of degree ´1 elements X
over T .
Proposition 2.24. Under infinitesimal ad x–conjugation, the variation of the BV
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flow χt,s is given by
δadxχt,s “ adtpxt ´ χt,sxsqχt,s. (2.5.30)
Proof. By (2.5.13), we have
δad xχt,sf “ pxt, χt,sfq ´ χt,spxs, fqs (2.5.31)
“ pxt ´ χt,sxs, χt,sfqt,
where f P X , showing (2.5.30).
Proposition 2.25. Under infinitesimal ad x–conjugation, the variation of the D–
infinitesimal generator χDt is
δad xχ
D
t “ adtpDtxt ´ χ
D
txtq, (2.5.32)
while that of the D–infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian reads as
δad xr
D
χt “ ´p´1q
|D|∆tpDtxt ´ χ
D
txtq. (2.5.33)
Proof. By (2.5.24) with ǫt “ adt xt, (2.3.12) and relation (2.4.20), we have
δad xχ
D
tf “ Dtpxt, fqt ´ χ
D
tpxt, fqt ` pxt, χ
D
tfqt (2.5.34)
“ pDtxt, fqt `Dtpxu, fqt
ˇˇ
u“t
´ pχDtxt, fqt
´ pxt, χ
D
tfqt ´ p´1q
|D|pxt, fq
D
t ` pxt, χ
D
tfqt
“ pDtxt ´ χ
D
txt, fqt
for f P X . This shows (2.5.34).
From (2.2.17), it follows that eadxt “ ´∆txt. By (2.5.25) with ǫt “ adt xt, the
evolution equation (2.4.15) and the above relation, we have
δadxr
D
χt “ pxt, r
D
χtqt ´Dt∆txt ´ p´1q
|D|∆tDtxt ` χ
D
t∆txt (2.5.35)
“ ´prDχt, xtqt ´∆
D
txt ` χ
D
t∆txt ´ p´1q
|D|∆tDtxt
“ ´p´1q|D|∆tpDtxt ´ χ
D
txtq.
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This shows (2.5.33).
Prop. 2.24 immediately leads to the following.
Proposition 2.26. If adt xt is an infinitesimal stabilizer of the BV flow χt,s, then
xt ´ χt,sxs “ 0 mod z´1pT,Xq. (2.5.36)
It is simple to see that (2.5.36) implies that
Dtxt ´ χ
D
txt “ 0 mod z|D|´1pT,Xq (2.5.37)
and so the vanishing of the variations (2.5.32) and (2.5.33).
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3 Batalin–Vilkovisky renormalization group theory
In this section, we expound an axiomatic formulation of the BV theory of RG
using the algebraic and geometric framework of sect. 2. The reader is referred
to ref. [16] for physical motivation and a more comprehensive exposition of the
field theoretic aspect of this topic.
The basic notions we introduce are those of BV RG flow and BV EA. The BV
RGE is derived in its more general form for a generic scale parameter space. More
specific results are obtained when the parameter space is the real line R or its
shifted tangent bundle T r1sR. In the latter case, an RG supersymmetry emerges
that shapes the structure of the RGE in a form closely related to Polchinski’s [3].
We consider this one of the main results of the present paper.
3.1 BV quantum MAs
As reviewed in [16], the BV quantum MA and ME are central in BV theory.
Here, we present an algebraic theory of them, concentrating on their covariance
under canonical maps.
Let X be a non singular BV algebra with BV Laplacian ∆X .
Definition 3.1. A BV quantum MA of X is a special element S P X mod R1X
meeting the conditions
|S| “ 0, (3.1.1)
∆XS `
1
2
pS, SqX “ 0. (3.1.2)
(3.1.2) is called (abstract) BV quantum ME.
With any MA, there is associated a variation operator.
Definition 3.2. The BV variation operator of a BV quantum MA S is the linear
endomorphism ∆XS : X Ñ X given by
∆XSf “ ∆Xf ` pS, fqX (3.1.3)
with f P X.
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Proposition 3.1. ∆XS is degree 1 and nilpotent,
|∆XS | “ 1, (3.1.4)
∆XS
2 “ 0. (3.1.5)
Proof. We provide the proof of these facts for the sake of completeness, albeit it
is well–known. The property (3.1.4) is obvious. We have to show only (3.1.5).
Let f P X . Using (2.1.3), (2.1.8) and (2.1.11), we find
∆XS∆XSf “ ∆Xp∆Xf ` pS, fqXq ` pS,∆Xf ` pS, fqXqX (3.1.6)
“ p∆XS ` pS, SqX{2, fqX “ 0,
where in the last step we used (3.1.2). (3.1.5) follows.
Hence, pX,∆XSq is a cochain complex to which there is attached a cohomology
H˚pX,∆XSq, the BV MA cohomology of S.
Let X , Y be non singular BV algebras and α : X Ñ Y be a canonical map
(cf. def. 2.4).
Definition 3.3. The α–transform of a BV quantum MA S in X is
αˆS “ αS ` rα, (3.1.7)
where rα is the logarithmic Jacobian of α.
Proposition 3.2. αˆS is a BV quantum MA in Y .
Proof. By (3.1.7), using (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and (2.2.5), we have
∆Y αˆS `
1
2
pαˆS, αˆSqY “ ∆Y αS `∆Y rα (3.1.8)
`
1
2
pαS, αSqY ` prα, αSqY `
1
2
prα, rαqY
“ α
ˆ
∆XS `
1
2
pS, SqX
˙
“ 0,
where in the last step we used (3.1.2) again. This shows the statement.
Canonical transformation is compatible with the compositional structure of
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canonical maps. If X, Y, Z are non singular BV algebras and α : X Ñ Y , β :
Y Ñ Z are canonical maps, then one has
xβαS “ βˆαˆS (3.1.9)
for any BV quantum MA S in X , as follows readily from (3.1.7) by means of a
simple application of the Jacobian relation (2.2.7).
The BV variation operator of the BV quantum MA behaves covariantly under
canonical transformation.
Proposition 3.3. For any canonical map α : X Ñ Y of BV algebras and BV
quantum MA S, one has
∆Y αˆS “ α∆XSα
´1. (3.1.10)
Proof. Let f P X . Then, by (3.1.7) and (2.2.2),
∆Y αˆSf “ ∆Y f ` pαS ` rα, fqY (3.1.11)
“ α∆Xα
´1f ´ prα, fqY ` αpS, α
´1fqX ` prα, fqY
“ α∆XSα
´1f.
This proves (3.1.10)
From (3.1.10), it follows that the BV MA cohomologies of S and αˆS are isomor-
phic. MA cohomology is so a canonical transformation invariant.
Let X be BV a non singular algebra and ξ : X Ñ X be an infinitesimal
canonical map (cf. def. 2.5).
Definition 3.4. The ξ–variation of a BV quantum MA S in X is
δˆξS “ ξS ` eξ, (3.1.12)
where eξ is the logarithmic Jacobian of ξ.
Proposition 3.4. δˆξS is a 0–cocycle of ∆XS,
∆XS δˆξS “ 0. (3.1.13)
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Proof. By (3.1.12), (3.1.3), using (2.1.7), (2.2.11), (2.2.12) and (2.2.14), we have
∆XS δˆξS “ ∆XpξS ` eξq ` pS, ξS ` eξqX (3.1.14)
“ ξ∆XS ´ peξ, SqX ` pS, ξSqX ` pS, eξqX
“ ξ
ˆ
∆XS `
1
2
pS, SqX
˙
“ 0,
where in the last step we used (3.1.2) once more. This shows (3.1.13).
In particular, when ξ “ adX x with x P X , |x| “ ´1, (3.1.13) yields
δˆadX xS “ ´∆Xx´ pS, xqX “ ´∆XSx (3.1.15)
by (2.2.17). δˆadX xS is so a 0–coboundary of ∆XS.
Infinitesimal canonical transformation is compatible with the Lie bracketing
structure of infinitesimal canonical maps. If X is a non singular BV algebra and
ξ, η : X Ñ X are infinitesimal canonical maps, then,
δˆrξ,ηsS “ rδˆξ, δˆηsS (3.1.16)
for any BV quantum MA S in X . We get this relation immediately from (3.1.12),
using the infinitesimal Jacobian relation (2.2.16),
3.2 BV RG flow and EA
In this subsection we introduce and study RG flows and EAs in the algebraic BV
theoretic framework of subsect. 3.1.
We consider a graded commutative algebra X and a parameter graded man-
ifold T and select a formal differentiation structure of X over T (cf. subsect
2.3). Further, we assume that a non singular BV Laplacian family ∆t over T
together with its associated BV bracket family p´,´qt are given (cf. defs. 2.7,
2.8) rendering X a non singular BV algebra Xt for each t.
Definition 3.5. A BV RG flow along T is just a BV flow χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt along T
(cf. subsect. 2.4).
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The reference to the RG is made only to highlight its physical origin. Our basic
examples T “ R and T “ T r1sR should be kept in mind.
Definition 3.6. A BV RG EA along T for the RG flow χt,s is a family St of degree
0 elements of X over T obeying
∆tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stqt “ 0 (3.2.1)
(cf. eq. (3.1.2)) and with the property that
St “ χˆt,sSs “ χt,sSs ` rχt,s mod z0pT,Xq (3.2.2)
(cf. eq. (3.1.7)), where rχt,s is the logarithmic Jacobian of χt,s.
By (3.2.1), for each t the mod R1X class of St is a BV quantum MA. By prop.
3.2, it is sufficient that St obeys (3.2.1) for a single t for St doing so for all t, as
the maps χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt are canonical. The family St can be redefined by adding
to it a central logarithmic family of z0pT,Xq without spoiling its being a RG EA
provided the logarithmic Jacobian family rχt,s of the RG flow χt,s is redefined
accordingly by a suitable central logarithmic family of z0pT
2, Xq as allowed.
As in subsects. 2.3, 2.4, here too it is useful to probe the parameter depen-
dence of the BV RG flow and EA using vector fields of T .
Pick a vector field D P VectpT q.
Proposition 3.5. St obeys the D–BV RGE
DtSt “ χ
D
tSt ` r
D
χt, (3.2.3)
where χDt, r
D
χt are the D–infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian of
the flow χt,s (cf. eqs. (2.4.12), (2.4.13))
Proof. From (3.2.2), using (2.4.12), (2.4.13), we have
DtSt “
“
Dtχt,sSs `Dtrχt,s
‰ˇˇ
s“t
(3.2.4)
“ χDtSt ` r
D
χt,
showing (3.2.3).
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Eq. (3.2.3) is the abstract version of the physicist’s RGE as emerges in the present
formulation. Note that there is one such RGE for each choice of the vector field
D.
It is possible to employ stabilizers to generate new BV RG EAs from a given
one.
Proposition 3.6. Let γt : Xt Ñ Xt be a given canonical map family over T sta-
bilizing of the BV RG flow χt,s (cf. def. 2.17). Then, if St is a BV RG EA for
χt,s, then so is
γˆtSt “ γtSt ` rγt. (3.2.5)
Proof. Since St is BV MA ofXt and γt is canonical, γˆtSt is also a BVMA ofXt, by
prop. 3.2. Furthermore, since St satisfies relation (3.2.2), we have
γˆtSt “ γtpχt,sSs ` rχt,sq ` rγt. (3.2.6)
“ γtχt,sγs
´1pγsSs ` rγsq ´ γtχt,sγs
´1rγs ` γtrχt,s ` rγt
“ γχt,sγˆsSs ` rγχt,s
“ χt,sγˆsSs ` rχt,s,
where we used the identities (2.5.1), (2.5.3) and relation (2.5.4) holding for sta-
bilizers. Hence, γˆtSt also satisfies (3.2.2).
The infinitesimal version of (3.2.5) is
δˆǫSt “ ǫtSt ` eǫt, (3.2.7)
where ǫt is an infinitesimal canonical map family stabilizing the flow χt,s (cf. defs.
2.20 and eq. (3.1.12)). δˆǫSt describes an infinitesimal deformation of the BV RG
EA St. Recall that, by prop. 3.4, δˆǫSt is a 0-cocycle of ∆tSt . When ǫt “ adt xt
for a suitable degree ´1 family xt, we have
δˆad xSt “ ´∆txt ´ pSt, xtqt “ ´∆tStxt. (3.2.8)
δˆad xSt is a so 0-coboundary of ∆tSt .
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3.3 Relation to standard RGEs
In subsect. 3.2, we have provided an abstract formulation of RG flow and equation
in BV theory. It is now time to make contact with more customary physical
formulations of the RG.
We assume that a graded commutative algebra X and a parameter graded
manifold T together with a formal differentiation structure of X over T are given.
In physical parlance, X and T would be the field and the scale parameter space,
respectively. The choice of T determines the type of RGE we get.
Example 3.1. T “ R, the basic RG set–up.
In the simplest case, the parameter manifold T is just R, coordinatized by a
degree 0 real coordinate t. We have so a non singular BV Laplacian family ∆t
over R together with its associated BV bracket family p´,´qt rendering X a BV
algebra Xt for each real t. We have furthermore a BV RG flow χt,s : Xs Ñ Xt
along R together with its associated logarithmic Jacobian family rχt,s. Finally, a
BV RG EA St along R is given. In the following, we call the above the basic RG
set–up.
The main object of study in the basic RG set–up is the EA St. This satisfies
two basic equations.
1. The BV ME (3.2.1),
∆tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stqt “ 0. (3.3.1)
2. The BV RGE ensuing from a relevant choice of a vector field D probing the
parameter manifold R.
We suppose, as is natural, that the formal differentiation structure is such that
the degree 0 derivation d{dt belongs to VectpRq. Associated with this are the
d{dt–derived BV Laplacian
d∆t
dt
:“ ∆d{dtt (3.3.2)
(cf. eq. (2.3.7)) and the d{dt–infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian of
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the BV RG flow χt,s
χ‚t :“ χ
d{dt
t, (3.3.3)
r‚χt :“ r
d{dt
χt (3.3.4)
(cf. eqs. (2.4.12) and (2.4.13)). The d{dt–evolution equation
d∆t
dt
´ rχ‚t, ∆ts ` adt r
‚
χt “ 0 (3.3.5)
(cf. eq. (2.4.15)) is a differential equation governing the t dependence of ∆t, since
d∆t{dt is the t derivative of ∆t just as suggested by the notation.
The d{dt–BV RGE (3.2.3) reads
dSt
dt
“ χ‚tSt ` r
‚
χt. (3.3.6)
This form of the RGE is very general and precisely for this reason not particularly
useful. A more interesting version of the equation can be obtained by adopting a
more structured choice of the parameter space T . Adding an odd parameter, in
particular, will enrich the RGE with a kind of supersymmetry.
Example 3.2. T “ T r1sR, the extended RG set–up
As anticipated in the previous paragraph, we consider next the case where the
parameter graded manifold T is the shifted tangent bundle T r1sR of R coordina-
tized by a degree 0 real base coordinate t and a degree 1 real fiber coordinate θ.
We have in this way a non singular BV Laplacian family ∆tθ over T r1sR together
with its associated BV bracket family p´,´qtθ rendering X a BV algebra Xtθ for
each shifted real pair tθ. We have furthermore a BV RG flow χtθ,sζ : Xsζ Ñ Xtθ
along T r1sR together with its associated logarithmic Jacobian family rχtθ,sζ. Fi-
nally, a BV RG EA Stθ along T r1sR is given. In the following, we call the above
the extended RG set–up to distinguish it from the basic set–up introduced in the
first part of this subsection.
Analogously to the basic case analyzed above, the main object of study in
the extended RG set–up is the BV RG EA Stθ. Again, this satisfies two basic
equations.
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1. The BV ME (3.2.1),
∆tθStθ `
1
2
pStθ, Stθqtθ “ 0. (3.3.7)
2. The BV RGE associated with a relevant choice of a vector field D probing
the parameter manifold T r1sR.
We suppose that the degree 0 and ´1 derivations B{Bt and B{Bθ belong to
VectpT r1sRq in the given formal differentiation structure of X . B{Bt, B{Bθ will
not however be treated on the same footing in the following investigation, because
the former has an analytic significance while the latter works just as an algebraic
device.
Associated with B{Bt are the B{Bt–derived BV Laplacian
B∆tθ
Bt
:“ ∆B{Bttθ (3.3.8)
and the B{Bt-infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian
χ‚tθ :“ χ
B{Bt
tθ, (3.3.9)
r‚χtθ :“ r
B{Bt
χtθ (3.3.10)
defined according to (2.3.7), (2.4.12) and (2.4.13), respectively. The B{Bt–evolution
equation (2.4.15) takes the form
B∆tθ
Bt
´ rχ‚tθ, ∆tθs ` adtθ r
‚
χtθ “ 0. (3.3.11)
(3.3.11) is a differential equation governing the t dependence of ∆tθ, since again
B∆tθ{Bt is just the t derivative of ∆tθ.
Associated similarly with B{Bθ are B{Bθ–derived BV Laplacian ∆‹tθ :“ ∆
B{Bθ
tθ
and the B{Bθ–infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian χ‹tθ :“ χ
B{Bθ
tθ.
The B{Bθ–evolution equation is
∆‹tθ ´ rχ
‹
tθ, ∆tθs ` adtθ r
‹
χtθ “ 0. (3.3.12)
Unlike (3.3.11), (3.3.12) is a mere algebraic identity, as, by the nilpotence of θ, ∆tθ
is a degree 1 polynomial of θ whose leading coefficient is precisely ∆‹tθ “ B∆tθ{Bθ.
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From (3.2.3), we can write down the B{Bt–BV RGE
BStθ
Bt
“ χ‚tθStθ ` r
‚
χtθ. (3.3.13)
The B{Bθ–BV RGE takes the form
S‹tθ “ χ
‹
tθStθ ` r
‹
χtθ, (3.3.14)
where S‹tθ “ BStθ{Bθ, and is again an algebraic relation since Stθ is a degree 1
polynomial of θ whose leading coefficient is precisely S‹tθ.
The degree ´1 EA S‹tθ allows us to write the infinitesimal generator and
logarithmic Jacobian χ‚tθ and r
‚
tθ of the BV RG flow in the reduced form
χ‚tθ “ ´ adtθ S
‹
tθ ` χ¯
‚
tθ, (3.3.15)
r‚χtθ “ ∆tθS
‹
tθ ` r¯
‚
χtθ, (3.3.16)
where χ¯‚tθ and r¯
‚
tθ are a degree 0 derivation and a degree 0 element of X called
reduced infinitesimal generator and Jacobian, respectively.
Proposition 3.7. The evolution equation (3.3.11) can be cast in the reduced form
B∆tθ
Bt
´ rχ¯‚tθ, ∆tθs ` adtθ r¯
‚
χtθ “ 0. (3.3.17)
Proof. By virtue of (2.1.11), we have
radtθ S
‹
tθ, ∆tθs ` adtθ∆tθS
‹
tθ “ 0. (3.3.18)
Subtracting (3.3.18) from (3.3.11) and then using (3.3.15), (3.3.16), we obtain
(3.3.18) readily.
Proposition 3.8. The BV RGE (3.3.13) can be cast as
BStθ
Bt
“ ∆‹tθStθ `
1
2
pStθ, Stθq
‹
tθ ` χ¯
‚
tθStθ ` r¯
‚
χtθ, (3.3.19)
where p´,´q‹tθ :“ p´,´q
B{Bθ
tθ is B{Bθ–derived BV bracket defined according to
(2.3.12). Further, one has
∆tθS
‹
tθ ` pStθ, S
‹
tθqtθ “ ∆
‹
tθStθ `
1
2
pStθ, Stθq
‹
tθ. (3.3.20)
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Proof. Expressing χ‚tθ and r
‚
tθ in the reduced form (3.3.15), (3.3.16), the RGE
(3.3.13) becomes
BStθ
Bt
“ ∆tθS
‹
tθ ` pStθ, S
‹
tθqtθ ` χ¯
‚
tθStθ ` r¯
‚
χtθ. (3.3.21)
Acting with B{Bθ on both sides of (3.3.7), we find
0 “
B
Bθ
∆tθStθ ´∆tθ
B
Bθ
Stθ ´
ˆ
Stθ,
B
Bθ
Stθ
˙
tθ
`
1
2
B
Bθ
pStζ , Stζqtθ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ζ“θ
(3.3.22)
“ ∆‹tθStθ `
1
2
pStθ, Stθq
‹
tθ ´∆tθS
‹
tθ ´ pStθ, , S
‹
tθqtθ,
proving (3.3.20). Substituting (3.3.20) into (3.3.20), we rewrite the RGE in the
form (3.3.19).
As R can be identified with the submanifold of T r1sR “ Rˆ Rr1s defined by
the condition θ “ 0, the basic RG set–up of ex. 3.1 is retrievable in the extended
one by setting θ “ 0 throughout. The import of the above results becomes
apparent when we examine their implications for the underlying basic set–up.
Below, we adopt the following convention. For any object Otθ depending on
t, θ, we set Ot “ Ot0 and call Ot the basic projection of Otθ since it pertains
to the basic RG set–up subjacent the extended one. The following result is an
immediate consequence of props. 3.7 and 3.8.
Proposition 3.9. Upon carrying out the basic projection, the reduced evolution
equation (3.3.17) reads
d∆t
dt
´ rχ¯‚t, ∆ts ` adt r¯
‚
χt “ 0. (3.3.23)
Similarly, the BV RGE (3.3.13) furnishes
dSt
dt
“ ∆‹tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stq
‹
t ` χ¯
‚
tSt ` r¯
‚
χt, (3.3.24)
where by (3.3.20)
∆tS
‹
t ` pSt, S
‹
tqt “ ∆
‹
tSt `
1
2
pSt, Stq
‹
t. (3.3.25)
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Above, ∆‹t is a degree 0 second order differential operator and p´,´q
‹
t is a
degree 0 graded symmetric bracket. The first two terms of eq. (3.3.24), so, are
analogous in form to those appearing in Polchinski RGE [3]. Thus, the embedding
of the basic RG set–up in the extended one leads to more structured RGEs that
those one would have in an unenhanced basic RG framework. Under favorable
conditions, the reduced infinitesimal generator and Jacobian χ¯‚t and r¯
‚
t turn out
to be simpler than their unreduced counterparts χ‚t and r
‚
t and the RGE (3.3.24)
correspondingly is more amenable to an analytical study.
Eq. (3.3.25) indicates that the Polchinski terms of the RGE (3.3.24) are trivial
in the ∆tS cohomology. This is not surprising, if we recall that in quantum field
theory the RG flow must preserve the partition function.
The use of T r1sR rather than R as parameter space has allowed us to control
the mutual consistence of a number of equations, which otherwise would have
been unrelated and of dubious compatibility. Of course, the extended RG set–up
contains extra structure.
3.4 Reconstruction of BV RG flow from infinitesimal data
As explained in subsect. (3.3), in the basic RG set–up, and so also in the ex-
tended set–up which contains it, the infinitesimal generator χ‚t and logarithmic
Jacobian r‚χt of a BV RG flow χt,s form a family of degree 0 derivations and one
of degree 0 elements of X with certain properties. When the underlying algebra
X supports besides the given formal differentiation structure also a formal inte-
gration structure over R, that is a notion of integration with the usual properties
of Riemann’s, it is possible to reconstruct BV RG flow χt,s from the infinitesimal
data χ‚t and r
‚
χt, unlike what happens for a generic parameter space T .
Proposition 3.10. Assume the following data are given.
1. A family of degree 0 derivations χ‚t : X Ñ X over R such that
χ‚tpf, gqt “ pχ
‚
tf, gqt ` pf, χ
‚
tgqt `
d
dt
pf, gqt (3.4.1)
for f, g P X.
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2. A family of degree 0 elements r‚χt P X over R.
Assume further that
d∆t
dt
´ rχ‚t, ∆ts ` adt r
‚
χt “ 0 (3.4.2)
(cf. eq. (3.3.5)). Then, there is a BV RG flow χt,s : X Ñ X having χ
‚
t and
rχt,s “
ż t
s
dτ χt,τr
‚
χτ (3.4.3)
as associated infinitesimal generator and infinitesimal logarithmic Jacobian, re-
spectively.
Proof. Let χt,s be the family of algebra isomorphism of X over R
2 satisfying
relations (2.4.1)–(2.4.3) generated by the degree 0 derivation family χ‚t. By
definition, χt,s is the unique family of algebra isomorphism of X obeying
Bχt,s
Bt
“ χ‚tχt,s, (3.4.4)
Bχt,s
Bs
“ ´χt,sχ
‚
s (3.4.5)
with the initial conditions
χs,s “ idX . (3.4.6)
Let f, g P X . By virtue of (3.4.1) and (3.4.4), (3.4.5), we have
B
Bt
`
χs,tpχt,sf, χt,sgqt
˘
“ χs,t
„
´ χ‚tpχt,sf, χt,sgqt (3.4.7)
` pχ‚tχt,sf, χt,sgqt ` pχt,sf, χ
‚
tχt,sgqt `
d
dt
pχu,sf, χu,sgqt
ˇˇˇ
u“t

“ 0.
Then, recalling (3.4.6), we have
χs,tpχt,sf, χt,sgqt “ χs,spχs,sf, χs,sgqs (3.4.8)
“ pf, gqs.
The algebra isomorphisms χt,s therefore preserve BV brackets. This suggests that
they may be canonical in the sense of def. 2.4.
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By virtue of (3.4.2) and (3.4.4), (3.4.5), we have
B
Bt
`
χs,t∆tχt,s
˘
“ χs,t
„
´ χ‚t∆t `∆tχ
‚
t `
d∆t
dt

χt,s (3.4.9)
“ ´χs,t adt r
‚
χtχt,s
“ ´ adspχs,tr
‚
χtq,
where in the last step (3.4.8) was used. Then, recalling (3.4.6), we have
χs,t∆tχt,s ´∆s “ χs,t∆tχt,s ´ χs,s∆sχs,s (3.4.10)
“ ´
ż t
s
dτ adspχs,τr
‚
χτ q
“ ´χs,t adt
ˆż t
s
dτ χt,τr
‚
χτ
˙
χt,s,
where in the last step (3.4.8) was used again. This shows that χt,s is canonical
with logarithmic Jacobian given by (3.4.3). Thus, χt,s is a BV RG flow. Since
by construction the infinitesimal generator of χt,s is precisely χ
‚
t, the statement
follows.
In physical notation, χt,s would be written as
χt,s “ Texp
ˆż t
s
dτχ‚τ
˙
, (3.4.11)
where Texp denotes t–ordered exponential.
Prop. 3.10 has an immediate and useful application: it provides a way to
ascertain when a family of BV MAs over R satisfying an RG like equation such
as (3.3.6) containing RG type infinitesimal data constitute a BV EA.
Proposition 3.11. Assume that χ‚t and r
‚
χt are families of degree 0 derivations
and elements of X over R, respectively, satisfying the same conditions as in prop.
3.10. Assume further that St is a family of BV MAs over R obeying the differential
equation (3.3.6). Then, St is a BV RG EA.
Proof. Let χt,s be the BV RG flow associated with the data χ
‚
t, r
‚
χt by prop.
3.10. Then, (3.4.4) holds. Furthermore, by (3.4.3),
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Brχt,s
Bt
“
B
Bt
ż t
s
dτ χt,τr
‚
χτ (3.4.12)
“ χt,tr
‚
χt ` χ
‚
t
ż t
s
dτ χt,τr
‚
χτ
“ r‚χt ` χ
‚
trχt,s.
Pick now a value t0 of t and set
S˜t “ χˆt,t0St0 “ χt,t0St0 ` rχt,t0 (3.4.13)
(cf. eq. (3.1.7)). By (3.4.4) and (3.4.12), we have
dS˜t
dt
“
Bχt,t0
Bt
St0 `
Brχt,t0
Bt
(3.4.14)
“ χ‚tpχt,t0St0 ` rχt,t0q ` r
‚
χt
“ χ‚tS˜t ` r
‚
χt.
Hence, S˜t obeys the differential equations (3.3.6). As S˜t0 “ St0 , we have S˜t “ St
Since t0 is arbitrary, (3.4.13) implies that
St “ χˆt,sSs. (3.4.15)
This proves that St is a BV EA as claimed.
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4 Models of Batalin–Vilkovisky renormalization group
An important issue in the BV theory of the RG developed in this paper is the
construction of non trivial models which exemplify it. A program of this scope
certainly cannot be carried out to its full extent in the limited space of this paper,
still a few simple but non trivial models can be built.
In what follows, we work in the degree ´1 symplectic framework originally
developed by Costello in ref. [11], which has a very rich structure and lend itself
particularly well to our task. We first review the framework to set our notation,
presenting along the way some new results. We then illustrate a free model of
BV RG flow and EA both in the basic and in the extended set up of subsect. 3.3.
All the results illustrated below work strictly speaking in finite dimension.
Presumably, they can extended also to an infinite dimensional context with lim-
ited modifications.
4.1 The degree –1 symplectic set–up
In this subsection, we review the degree ´1 symplectic framework of ref. [11].
Some original results are also reported.
We begin by setting our notation. Let E “
À
αPZ Eα be a graded vector space,
E˚ “
À
αPZ E
˚
α with E
˚
α “ E´α
˚ the dual vector space of E and |´| the degree
map and ă ´,´ ą the duality pairing of E , E˚. Homogeneous bases of E , E˚
come in dual pairs ai, a
˚i such that |ai| ` |a
˚i| “ 0 and ă a˚i, aj ą“ δ
i
j. For
convenience, we set ǫi “ ´|ai| “ |a
˚i|. Any vector e P Eα enjoys the expansions
e “ aie
i, with components ei satisfying ei “ 0 for ǫi ­“ ´α. Similarly, any covector
l P E˚α has the expansion l “ lia
˚i with components li such that li “ 0 for ǫ
i ­“ α.
Next, we denote by EndpEq “
À
αPZ EndαpEq with EndαpEq “
À
β,γPZ,γ´β“α
HompEα, Eβq, the internal endomorphism algebra of E and by |´| the associated
degree map. Given a dual basis pair ai, a
˚i of E , E˚, every endomorphism A P
EndpEq enjoys the expansion A “ ai b A
i
ja
˚j with components Aij such that
Aij “ 0 for ǫ
j ´ ǫi ­“ α when |A| “ α.
In the following analysis, it will be necessary to complement the vector spaces
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E , E˚ by their full degree prolongations E, E˚. These are just the graded vector
spaces E “
À
pPZEp, E
˚ “
À
pPZE
˚
p, whose degree p subspaces are given by
Ep “
À
αPZ Eα b Rrα ´ ps, E
˚
p “
À
αPZ E
˚
α b Rrα ´ ps. Since Eα b Rrα ´ ps “
Eαrα ´ ps, E
˚
α b Rrα ´ ps “ E
˚
αrα ´ ps, if we regard Eα, E
˚
α as graded vector
spaces concentrated in degree α, Ep, E
˚
p can be viewed just as E , E
˚ with degree
assignment reset to the uniform value p. It is not difficult to see that E ãÑ E,
E˚ ãÑ E˚ and that E˚ is dual to E as suggested by the notation. With respect
to a dual basis pair ai, a
˚i of E , E˚, vectors e P Ep and covectors l P E
˚
p can be
expressed as e “ aie
i and l “ lia
˚i with components of degrees |ei| “ p ` ǫi and
|li| “ p´ ǫ
i, respectively, where |´| denotes the degree map of
À
pPZRrps.
The full degree prolongation EndpEq of the internal endomorphism algebra
EndpEq of E will also be needed below. This is the graded algebra EndpEq “À
pPZ EndppEq where EndppEq “
À
α,βPZHompEα, Eβq b Rrβ ´ α ´ ps. Again, as
HompEα, Eβq b Rrβ ´ α ´ ps “ HompEα, Eβqrβ ´ α ´ ps, EndppEq is EndpEq with
degree assignment uniformly reset the value p. It is furthermore straightforward
to check that EndpEq is the internal endomorphism algebra of E as suggested by
the notation. Given a dual basis pair ai, a
˚i, endomorphisms A P EndppEq can
be expressed as A “ ai b A
i
ja
˚j with components of degrees |Aij | “ p` ǫ
i ´ ǫj .
The graded trace of a homogeneous endomorphism A P EndpEq is given by
grtrpAq “ p´1qp|A|`1qǫ
i
Aii. (4.1.1)
It can be shown that grtrpAq does not depend on basis choices and that | grtrpAq| “
|A|. Further, one has grtrpABq “ p´1q|A||B| grtrpBAq for A,B P EndpEq. See ref.
[36] for a related notion.
The Euler endomorphism is the endomorphism F P End0pEq given by
F “ ai b ǫ
ia˚i. (4.1.2)
F is manifestly independent from basis choices. For p P Z, the endomorphism
p´1qpF P End0pEq is defined similarly as
p´1qpF “ ai b p´1q
pǫia˚i. (4.1.3)
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We define now the basic structure underlying the degree ´1 symplectic set–up.
Definition 4.1. A degree ´1 symplectic vector space is a graded vector space E
equipped with a symplectic pairing x´,´yE : EˆE Ñ R such that for homogeneous
e, f P E , xe, fyE “ 0 unless |e| ` |f | “ `1.
The symplectic pairing x´,´yE can be regarded as degree ´1 vector space
isomorphism ̟E : E Ñ E
˚. Hence, ̟E can be expanded as ̟E “ a
˚i b ωija
˚j
with components ωij such that ωij “ 0 for ǫ
i ` ǫj ` 1 ­“ 0 forming a non singular
antisymmetric matrix ω with respect to any given basis a˚i of E˚. The inverse
isomorphism ̟E
´1 : E˚ Ñ E can be expressed similarly as ̟E
´1 “ ai b ω
ijaj
with respect to the dual basis ai of E with components ω
ij such that ωij “ 0 for
ǫi ` ǫj ` 1 ­“ 0 forming the non singular antisymmetric matrix ω´1.
Using the matrices ω and ω´1, one can define the symplectic dual bases ai
and a˚i of the bases ai and a
˚i of E and E˚ of an (algebraically) dual pair as the
bases of E and E˚ given by ai “ ajω
ji and a˚i “ ´ωija
˚j . These have degrees
|ai| “ ´ǫi and |a
˚
i| “ ǫi, respectively, where ǫi “ ´ǫ
i ´ 1 for convenience, and
obey the duality relationsă a˚i, a
j
ą“ ´δi
j , ă a˚i, aj ą“ ωij, ă a˚i, aj ą“ ´ωij.
Vectors e, covectors l and endomorphisms A of E , E˚, EndpEq can be expanded
with respect the symplectic dual bases ai, a˚i as well. Care must be exercised in
dealing with signs, e. g. e “ ´aiei, l “ ´l
ia˚i, A “ a
ibAi
ja˚j “ ´aibA
ija˚j “
´ai b Aija
˚j etc. The components with respect the dual bases are related to
those with respect to the given bases by means of ω and ω´1 as expected, e. g.
ei “ ´ωije
j , li “ ljω
ji, Ai
j “ ´ωikA
k
lω
lj, etc. The same results hold for the
degree prolongations E, E˚, EndpEq of E , E˚, EndpEq. Below, we work mainly
with E, E˚, EndpEq.
The symplectic pairing x´,´yE can be extended in obvious fashion to a shifted
graded symplectic pairing x´,´yE : E ˆ E Ñ
À
pPZRrps, that is satisfying
xe, fyE “ p´1q
p|e|`1qp|f |`1qxp´1q|f |Ff, p´1q|e|FeyE (4.1.4)
for homogeneous e, f P E. The pairing has the property that x´,´yE : EpˆEq Ñ
Rr´p´ q ` 1s. In particular, one has x´,´yE : E0 ˆ E0 Ñ Rr1s.
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The transpose of an endomorphism A P EndpEq is the endomorphism A„ P
EndpEq uniquely characterized by the property that
xe, AfyE “ p´1q
p|A|`1qp|e|`|f |q`|e||f |xp´1q|f |Ff, A„p´1q|e|FeyE (4.1.5)
for homogeneous e, f P E. Explicitly, A„ is given by
A„ “ ai b p´1q|A|pǫ
i`ǫjq`ǫiǫjAj ia
˚
j (4.1.6)
with respect any chosen dual basis pair. One can show that, for homogeneous
A,B P EndpEq, A„„ “ A and pABq„ “ p´1q1`|A||B|B„A„. Also, 1E
„ “ ´1E,
F„ “ F`1E and p´1q
pF„ “ ´p´1qpp´1qpF . It can also be verified that grtrA„ “
grtrA, so that grtrA “ 0 whenever A„ “ ´A.
From now on, we concentrate on the degree 0 subspace E0 Ă E. E0 can
be given a structure of graded manifold by furnishing it with a set of globally
defined graded coordinates xi. Let a˚i be a basis of E˚. Then, for each i, the
coordinate xi is the element of E˚ of degree |xi| “ ǫi corresponding to a˚i under
the injection E˚ ãÑ E˚. The symplectic dual coordinates xi “ ´ωijx
j of degree
|xi| “ ǫi can also be used as coordinates of E0. Employing the basis ai of E dual
to a˚i the coordinates xi can be conveniently assembled in a degree 0 linear map
x : E0 Ñ E0 given by x “ ai b x
i. Similarly, the dual coordinates xi can be
aggregated into a degree ´1 linear map x˚ : E0 Ñ E
˚
´1 given by x
˚ “ a˚i b xi.
By means of x and x˚, we can write many relations in index free form.
Since E0 is a graded manifold, the graded algebra FunpE0q of internal smooth
functions of E0 is given. We denote by |´| the degree map of FunpE0q as usual.
We now show that the symplectic structure of E renders FunpE0q naturally a BV
algebra.
Definition 4.2. The canonical degree ´1 symplectic form of E0 is
ωE “
1
2
xdx, dxyE. (4.1.7)
Expressed in terms of coordinates,
ωE “
1
2
dxidx
i. (4.1.8)
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We denote by ∆E and p´,´qE the canonical BV Laplacian and bracket on
FunpE0q associated with ωE.
Proposition 4.1. The BV Laplacian ∆E can be expressed as
∆Eu “ ´
1
2
grtr
`
px,b px˚, uqEqE
˘
(4.1.9)
for u P FunpE0q, where the tensor product operation refers to the target spaces E0
and E˚´1 of the maps x and x
˚. The BV bracket reads as
pu, vqE “ pu, x
˚qEpx, vqE (4.1.10)
with u, v P FunpE0q.
The coordinate expression of ∆E and p´,´qE is often useful in computations:
∆Eu “
1
2
p´1q1`ǫ
i
pxi, pxi, uqEqE , (4.1.11)
pu, vqE “ pu, xiqEpx
i, vqE. (4.1.12)
FunpE0q is in this way a non singular BV algebra.
In our analysis of the BV RG, we shall need certain deformations of the BV
Laplacian ∆E and bracket p´,´qE, which we introduce next.
Let A P EndpEq with A„ “ ´A.
Definition 4.3. The A–deformed BV Laplacian is
∆Au “ ´
1
2
grtr
`
Apx,b px˚, uqEqE
˘
(4.1.13)
for u P FunpE0q. The A–deformed BV bracket is
pu, vqA “ pu, x
˚qEApx, vqE (4.1.14)
with u, v P FunpE0q.
The coordinate expressions of ∆A and p´,´qA read
∆Au “
1
2
p´1q1`p|A|`1qǫ
i
Aijpx
j, pxi, uqEqE , (4.1.15)
pu, vqA “ pu, xiqEA
i
jpx
j , vqE. (4.1.16)
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∆A and p´,´qA are to be compared with their undeformed counterparts ∆E and
p´,´qE given in (4.1.11) and (4.1.12).
Deformed Laplacians and brackets obey a host of relations forming an elegant
algebraic structure. Here, however, we shall restrict ourselves to mention just the
ones which turn out to be useful in the following RG analysis.
Proposition 4.2. The A–deformed BV Laplacian ∆A has the following properties,
|∆Au| “ |u| ` |A| ` 1, (4.1.17)
∆Apuvwq “ ´∆Auvw ´ p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|u∆Avw (4.1.18)
´ p´1qp|A|`1qp|u|`|v|quv∆Aw `∆Apuvqw
` p´1qp|u|`|A|`1q|v|v∆Apuwq ` p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|u∆Apvwq
for u, v, w P FunpE0q and
∆A1FunpE0q “ 0. (4.1.19)
The A–deformed BV bracket p´,´qA can be expressed in terms of ∆A
pu, vqA “ p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|
`
∆Apuvq ´∆Auv ´ p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|u∆Av
˘
(4.1.20)
with u, v P FunpE0q. Furthermore, p´,´qA enjoys the properties
|pu, vqA| “ |u| ` |v| ` |A| ` 1, (4.1.21)
pu, vqA ` p´1q
|A|p|u|`|v|q`p|u|`1qp|v|`1qpv, uqA “ 0, (4.1.22)
pu, vwqA ´ pu, vqAw ´ p´1q
p|u|`|A|`1q|v|vpu, wqA “ 0, (4.1.23)
pu, 1FunpE0qqA “ 0 (4.1.24)
with u, v, w P FunpE0q.
Proof. For convenience, we first prove relations (4.1.21)–(4.1.24) and then rela-
tions (4.1.17)–(4.1.19).
For z P FunpE0q, we have |px, zqE | “ |z| ` 1. Hence, |xpu, xqE, Apx, vqEyE|
“ |u| ` 1` |A| ´ 1` |v| ` 1 “ |u| ` |v| ` |A| ` 1. By (4.1.14), this shows (4.1.21).
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For z P FunpE0q, we have |px, zqE | “ |z| ` 1, as previously observed, and
px, zqE “ p´1q
|z|pz, xqE . By (4.1.5), we have so
pu, x˚qEApx, vqE (4.1.25)
“ xp´1qp|u|`1qF pu, xqE, Apx, vqEyE
“ p´1qp|A|`1qp|u|`|v|q`p|u|`1qp|v|`1qxp´1qp|v|`1qF px, vqE, A
„pu, xqEyE
“ ´p´1q|A|p|u|`|v|q`p|u|`1qp|v|`1qxp´1qp|v|`1qF pv, xqE , Apx, uqEyE.
“ ´p´1q|A|p|u|`|v|q`p|u|`1qp|v|`1qpv, x˚qEApx, uqE.
By (4.1.14), this shows (4.1.22).
Using (2.1.9), it is verified that px, vwqE “ px, vqEw ` p´1q
|v||w|px, wqEv. So,
pu, x˚qEApx, vwqE “ pu, x
˚qEApx, vqEyEw (4.1.26)
` p´1q|v||w|pu, x˚qEApx, wqEv.
By (4.1.14), using further (4.1.21), this shows (4.1.23).
Since px, 1FunpE0qqE “ 0, (4.1.24) follows trivially from (4.1.14).
For z P FunpE0q, we have |px,b px
˚, zqEqE | “ |z| ` 1. It follows from this
that | grtrpp´1qp|u|`1qFApx,b px˚, uqEqEq| “ |A| ` |u| ` 1. By (4.1.13), this shows
(4.1.17).
The proof of the remaining relations requires the identity
∆Apuvq “ ∆Auv ` p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|u∆Av ` p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|pu, vqA. (4.1.27)
To show (4.1.27), we express the operator ∆A through (4.1.13) and uses system-
atically the graded derivation property (2.1.9) of the bracket p´,´qE. Since ∆A
involves a twice iterated bracket, four terms are produced in this way. Two of
these give immediately the first two terms in the right hand side of (4.1.27). Us-
ing that A„ “ ´A, the remaining two terms are found to be equal to half the
third term of (4.1.27).
Using (4.1.27), one finds
∆Apuvwq “ ∆Auvw ` p´1q
p|A|`1q|u|u∆Apvwq (4.1.28)
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` p´1qp|A|`1q|u|pu, vqAw ` p´1q
p|A|`1qp|u|`|v|q`|u||v|vpu, wqA.
Expressing the brackets pu, wqA, pv, wqA in the right hand side using (4.1.27), we
obtain (4.1.18) straightforwardly.
Since px˚, 1FunpE0qqE “ 0, (4.1.19) follows trivially from (4.1.13). Relation
(4.1.20) is a simple rearrangement of (4.1.27).
Prop. 4.2 states that the deformed Laplacian ∆A enjoys properties general-
izing the (2.1.1)–(2.1.4) except for the nilpotence relation (2.1.3). Similarly, the
deformed bracket p´,´qA exhibits properties generalizing the (2.1.6)–(2.1.10) ex-
cept for the graded Jacobi identity (2.1.8). For ∆A and p´,´qA to obey analogs
of (2.1.3) and (2.1.8), it is required that A is in addition even graded.
Proposition 4.3. If |A| “ 0 mod 2, the Laplacian ∆A is nilpotent,
∆A
2 “ 0. (4.1.29)
Moreover, the bracket p´,´qA satisfies the shifted graded Jacobi identity
p´1qp|w|`1qp|u|`1qpu, pv, wqAqA ` p´1q
p|u|`1qp|v|`1qpv, pw, uqAqA (4.1.30)
` p´1qp|v|`1qp|w|`1qpw, pu, vqAqA “ 0
with u, v, w P FunpE0q.
Proof. As the components of the brackets px,b xqE , px,b x
˚qE and px
˚,b x˚qE
are constant elements of FunpE0q, radE x,b adE xs “ 0, radE x,b adE x
˚s “ 0
and radE x
˚,b adE x
˚s “ 0. Therefore, when commuting ∆A
2 using (4.1.13)
we can bring the left most factor ∆A past the rightmost one producing at most
signs. Keeping carefully track of these, we find that∆A
2 “ p´1q1`|A|∆A
2. (4.1.30)
follows.
For the validity of (4.1.30), only the reduction mod 2 of the grading is relevant.
Since |A| “ 0 mod 2, under the reduction the deformed Laplacian ∆A has the
same formal properties as an ordinary BV Laplacian and ∆A and the bracket
p´,´qA are related formally in the same way as in an ordinary BV algebra. The
proof of the shifted graded Jacobi identity for a BV algebra therefore goes over
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unchanged in the present situation. (4.1.30) is so proven.
For A “ 1E, ∆A and p´,´qA reproduce ∆E and p´,´qE. More is true.
Proposition 4.4. If |A| “ 0, ∆A is a BV Laplacian over FunpE0q and p´,´qA is
the associated BV bracket (cf. defs. 2.1 and 2.2). Further, if A is invertible, ∆A
is non singular.
Proof. The first part of the proposition follows immediately from 4.2 and 4.3
combined. From (4.1.16), it is evident that, if A is invertible, pu,´qA vanishes
only for u P R1FunpE0q.
Eq. (4.1.29) is actually a particular case of the more general relation
r∆A, ∆Bs “ 0 (4.1.31)
valid for any two antisymmetric endomorphisms A, B of arbitrary degree and
shown in the same way.
Proposition 4.5. Let A,B P EndpEq be such that A„ “ ´A, B„ “ ´B. Then,
for u, v P FunpE0q one has
∆Apu, vqB “ p∆Au, vqB ` p´1q
p|A|`1qp|B|`|u|`1qpu,∆AvqB ` ru, vsA,B, (4.1.32)
where the bracket r´,´sA,B is defined as
ru, vsA,B “ grtr
`
Apx,b pu, x˚qEqEBpx,b pv, x
˚qEqE
˘
. (4.1.33)
Proof. Relation (4.1.32) is the result of an explicit calculation. Hence, we provide
only an outline of its proof.
To begin with, one shows that
∆Apu, vqE “ p∆Au, vqE ` p´1q
p|A|`1qp|u|`1qpu,∆AvqE ` ru, vsA, (4.1.34)
where the bracket r´,´sA is defined as
ru, vsA “ grtr
`
Appx, uqE ,b pv, x
˚qEqE
˘
. (4.1.35)
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To prove (4.1.34), (4.1.35), one expresses the operator ∆A through (4.1.13) and
uses systematically the graded Jacobi identity (2.1.8) obeyed by the bracket
p´,´qE. Since ∆A involves a twice iterated bracket, four terms are produced
in this way. Two of these give readily the first two terms in the right hand side
of (4.1.34). The remaining two terms combine to yield the third term of (4.1.34).
At this stage the antisymmetry relation A„ “ ´A must be used.
Next, we compute ∆Apu, vqB. Using the defining expression (4.1.14) of pu, vqB
and the relation (4.1.27), we find
∆Apu, vqB “ ∆Apu, x
˚qEBpx, vqE (4.1.36)
` p´1qp|A|`1qp|B|`|u|qpu, x˚qEB∆Apx, vqE
` p´1qp|A|`1q|u|ppu, x˚q, Bpx, vqEqA.
We now compute ∆Apu, x
˚qE through (4.1.34) getting ∆Apu, x
˚qE “ p∆Au, x
˚qE.
In the same way, one finds that ∆Apx, vqE “ p´1q
p|A|`1qpx,∆AvqE. Using these
relations in (4.1.36)
∆Apu, vqB ´ p∆Au, vqB ´ p´1q
p|A|`1qp|B|`|u|`1qpu,∆AvqB (4.1.37)
“ p´1qp|A|`1q|u|ppu, x˚q, Bpx, vqEqA.
To complete the proof, there remain to show that the right hand side of (4.1.37)
is precisely ru, vsA,B. This can be done straightforwardly using (4.1.14).
Written in terms of coordinates, ru, vsA,B is given by
ru, vsA,B “ p´1q
p|A|`|B|`|u|`|v|`1qǫiAij (4.1.38)
ˆ pxj , pu, xkqEqEB
k
lpx
l, pv, xiqEqE.
The following propositions will be used in the analysis of certain BV RG flows.
Proposition 4.6. Let A,B P EndpEq such that A„ “ ´A, |A| “ 0 mod 2 and B„
“ ´B. Then, one has
rxx,B adE xyE, ∆As “ p´1q
1`|B|∆AB`BA. (4.1.39)
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Proof. Let u P FunpE0q. Then, by (4.1.27)
∆Axx,B adE xyEu “ ∆Apx
˚Bpx, uqEq (4.1.40)
“ ∆Ax
˚Bpx, uqE ` p´1q
|B|`1x˚B∆Apx, uqE
´ px˚, Bpx, uqEqA.
Now, ∆Ax
˚ “ 0 by (4.1.13). As ∆Ax “ 0 also by (4.1.13), using (4.1.34) we find
further that ∆Apx, uqE “ ´px,∆AuqE. Thus, (4.1.40) can be cast as
xx,B adE xyE∆Au´ p´1q
|B|∆Axx,B adE xyEu (4.1.41)
“ p´1q|B|px˚B, px, uqEqA.
Expressing the bracket p´,´qA through (4.1.14), the right hand side of (4.1.41)
becomes after a few passages
p´1q|B|px˚B, px, uqEqA “
p´1q|B|
2
grtr
`
pAB `BAqpx,b px˚, uqEqE
˘
(4.1.42)
“ p´1q1`|B|∆AB`BAu.
The direct computation of the left hand side of (4.1.42) yields actually the oper-
ator 2p´1q1`|B|∆AB given by eq. (4.1.13) with A replaced by AB, although the
endomorphism AB appearing here does not meet the antisymmetry requirement
pABq„ “ ´AB in general. However, it can be verified that for a non antisymme-
try endomorphism C, ∆C depends only on the antisymmetric part pC ´ C
„q{2
of C. Hence, it is possible to replace AB by pAB ´ pABq„q{2 “ pAB ` BAq{2.
Substituting now (4.1.42) into (4.1.41), we obtain finally (4.1.39).
Proposition 4.7. Let A,B P EndpEq such that A„ “ ´A, |A| “ 0 mod 2 and B„
“ ´B. Then, one has
xx,B adE xyEpu, vqA “ pxx,B adE xyEu, vqA (4.1.43)
` p´1q|B|p|u|`1qpu, xx,B adE xyEvqA ´ p´1q
|B|p|u|`1qpu, vqAB`BA
for u, v P FunpE0q.
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Proof. Expressing pu, vqA with (4.1.20) and using (2.1.9), we find
xx,B adExyEpu, vqA (4.1.44)
“ p´1q|u|xx,B adE xyE
`
∆Apuvq ´∆Auv ´ p´1q
|u|u∆Av
˘
“ p´1q|u|
`
xx,B adE xyE∆Apuvq ´ xx,B adE xyE∆Auv
´ p´1q|B|p|u|`1q∆Auxx,B adE xyEv ´ p´1q
|u|xx,B adE xyEu∆Av
´ p´1qp|B|`1q|u|uxx,B adE xyE∆Av
˘
.
By virtue of relation (4.1.39), using again (4.1.20) and (2.1.9), we obtain
xx,B adE xyEpu, vqA (4.1.45)
“ p´1q|B|`|u|`1
`
∆AB`BApuvq ´∆AB`BAuv ´ p´1q
|u|p|B|`1qu∆AB`BAv
˘
` p´1q|B|`|u|
“
∆A
`
xx,B adE xyEuv ` p´1q
|B||u|uxx,B adE xyEv
˘
´∆Axx,B adE xyEuv ´ p´1q
|B||u|∆Auxx,B adE xyEv
´ p´1q|B|`|u|xx,B adE xyEu∆Av ´ p´1q
p|B|`1q|u|u∆Axx,B adE xyEv
‰
“ ´p´1q|B|p|u|`1qpu, vqAB`BA ` pxx,B adE xyEu, vqA
` p´1q|B|p|u|`1qpu, xx,B adE xyEvqA.
This shows (4.1.43).
In the study of free BV EAs, the computation below is often employed.
Proposition 4.8. Let A,B,C P EndpEq be endomorphism such that A„ “ ´A,
B„ “ `B, C„ “ `C. Then,
∆Axx,BxyE “ grtrpABq, (4.1.46)
pxx,BxyE , xx, CxyEqA “ 4xx,BACxyE. (4.1.47)
Proof. A simple calculation furnishes
px, xx, CxyEqE “ 2Cx, (4.1.48)
pxx,BxyE, x
˚qE “ 2x
˚B (4.1.49)
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using which, one finds further
px,b px˚, xx,BxyEqEqE “ ´2B. (4.1.50)
From (4.1.13), using (4.1.50), (4.1.46) follows immediately. From (4.1.14), using
(4.1.48), (4.1.49), we obtain (4.1.47) readily.
Proposition 4.9. if A,B P EndpEq are endomorphism such that A„ “ ´A and
B„ “ `B, then
xx,A adE xyExx,BxyE “ xx, pAB ` p´1q
|A||B|BAqxyE . (4.1.51)
Proof. This follows form an explicit computation, exploiting that A„ “ ´A.
4.2 Symplectic gl(1|1) structures
glp1|1q structures are recurrent in differential geometry, supersymmetric quantum
mechanics and topological sigma models. A glp1|1q structure is also one of the
constitutive elements of the symplectic set–up of ref. [11].
Let E be a degree ´1 symplectic vector space and E be its prolongation.
Definition 4.4. A glp1|1q structure on E is a set of four endomorphisms Q,Q,H, F
P EndpEq of degrees |Q| “ 1, |Q| “ ´1, |H | “ 0, |F | “ 0 obeying the graded
commutation relations
rQ,Qs “ 0, rQ,Qs “ 0, (4.2.1)
rQ,Qs “ H, (4.2.2)
rQ,Hs “ 0, rQ,Hs “ 0, (4.2.3)
rF,Qs “ Q, rF,Qs “ ´Q, (4.2.4)
rF,Hs “ 0 (4.2.5)
and the transposition conditions
Q„ “ Q, (4.2.6)
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Q
„
“ ´Q, (4.2.7)
H„ “ ´H, (4.2.8)
F„ “ F ` 1E. (4.2.9)
It is possible to check that the (4.2.6)–(4.2.9) and the (4.2.1)–(4.2.5) are compat-
ible thanks to the basic identity rA,Bs„ “ rA„, B„s.
A glp1|1q structure on E is called such because the (4.2.1)–(4.2.5) are the
Lie brackets of a standard set of generators of the glp1|1q Lie superalgebra. In
physical parlance, Q, Q, H and F are named respectively supercharge, conjugate
supercharge, Hamiltonian and Fermion number. F can be identified with the
Euler endomorphism introduced earlier in subsect. 4.1 (cf. eq. (4.1.2)).
Relations (4.2.2), (4.2.4) imply that
grtrQ “ 0, (4.2.10)
grtrQ “ 0, (4.2.11)
grtrH “ 0. (4.2.12)
The last two identities follow also from (4.2.7), (4.2.8). Q,Q,H define in this way
an slp1|1q structure on E. (4.2.1)–(4.2.3) are indeed the basic Lie brackets of the
slp1|1q Lie superalgebra.
In finite dimension, one can construct an endomorphism ϕpHq P EndpEq for
any function ϕ : R Ñ R analytic and of infinite convergence radius at 0, simply
by replacing the variable x P R by H in the Taylor series of ϕpxq at 0. It is easy
to see using (4.2.8) and (4.2.3) that |ϕpHq| “ 0,
ϕpHq„ “ ´ϕpHq (4.2.13)
and
rQ,ϕpHqs “ rQ,ϕpHqs “ 0. (4.2.14)
glp1|1q structures can be defined, and in fact are most useful, in an infinite
dimensional context, when the vector space E is equipped also with a Hilbert
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space structure, such that H , F are selfadjoint and Q, Q are reciprocally adjoint.
In such a case, Q, Q, H and F are generally unbounded differential operators and
domain issues arise. Functions of H may be defined using the spectral theorem.
4.3 Free models of BV RG
The basic datum required for the construction of free models of the BV RG is a
degree ´1 symplectic vector space E together with a glp1|1q structure Q,Q,H, F
on the prolongation E of E .
An application of prop. 2.13 yields the following result.
Proposition 4.10. The operators
∆0t “ ∆e´tH (4.3.1)
defined according to (4.1.13) form a family of non singular BV Laplacians on
FunpE0q over R. The automorphisms of FunpE0q
χ0t,s “ exp
ˆ
t´ s
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙
(4.3.2)
form a BV flow along R relative to it with zero logarithmic Jacobian family
rχ0t,s “ 0. (4.3.3)
Proof. As anticipated, the proof is an application of prop. 2.13. We set o “ 0 and
∆o “ ∆E . We then define χ
0
t,s and rχ0t,s by (4.3.2) and (4.3.3), respectively. Since
1
2
xx,H adE xyE is a degree 0 derivation of FunpE0q, χ
0
t,s is an automorphism of
FunpE0q obeying (2.4.1). The vanishing of rχ0t,s makes further (2.4.4) and (2.4.9)
with t “ 0 trivially satisfied. It follows that the operators
∆χ0t “ exp
ˆ
t
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙
∆E exp
ˆ
´
t
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙
(4.3.4)
defined in accordance to (2.4.22) constitute a family of non singular BV Lapla-
cians on FunpE0q over R and that χ
0
t,s is a BV flow along R relative to it with
rχ0t,s as logarithmic Jacobian family. The only thing left to do is showing that
∆χ0t “ ∆
0
t is given by (4.3.1).
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Expanding the right hand side of (4.3.4), we have
∆χ0t “
8ÿ
n“0
tn
2nn!
`
adFunpE0qpxx,H adE xyEq
˘n
∆E . (4.3.5)
Using prop. 4.6 with A “ Hn with integer n ě 0 and B “ H , it can be easily
proven by induction that
`
adFunpE0qpxx,H adE xyEq
˘n
∆E “ p´2q
n∆Hn . (4.3.6)
It follows that
∆χ0t “
ř8
n“0
p´tqn
n!
∆Hn “ ∆e´tH (4.3.7)
as claimed.
By prop. 4.4, the BV bracket p´,´q0t associated with ∆
0
t is
pu, vq0t “ pu, vqe´tH (4.3.8)
with u, v P FunpE0q, where the bracket p´,´qe´tH is defined in (4.1.14).
A BV Laplacian and bracket (4.3.1), (4.3.8) were first considered in ref. [11].
Next, we consider the family of free actions S0t P FunpE0q, where
S0t “ ´
1
2
xx,Q etH xyE . (4.3.9)
Proposition 4.11. S0t obeys eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) and is therefore a BV RG EA
along R.
Proof. We first prove that S0t obeys the BV ME (3.2.1). A simple application of
relations (4.1.46), (4.1.47) and (4.2.14) yields
∆0tS
0
t`
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tq
0
t (4.3.10)
“ ´∆e´tH
1
2
xx,Q etH xyE `
1
8
pxx,Q etH xyE , xx,Q e
tH xyEqe´tH
“ ´
1
2
grtrpQq `
1
2
xx,Q2 etH xyE “ 0,
where in the last step we used that grtrQ “ 0 and Q2 “ 0 by the first commuta-
tion relation (4.2.1) and (4.2.10). Thus, S0t does indeed satisfy (3.2.1).
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Next, we prove that S0t evolves in accordance with (3.2.2). Using (4.3.2),
(4.3.3), we find
χˆ0t,sS
0
s “ ´
1
2
exp
ˆ
t´ s
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙
xx,Q esH xyE (4.3.11)
“ ´
1
2
8ÿ
n“0
pt´ sqn
2nn!
`
xx,H adE xyE
˘n
xx,Q esH xyE.
Using (4.1.51), it is straightforward to show by induction that
`
xx,H adE xyE
˘n
xx,Q esH xyE “ xx, p2Hq
nQ esH xyE . (4.3.12)
From (4.3.12), using (4.2.14), it follows then that
χ0t,sS
0
s “ ´
1
2
8ÿ
n“0
pt´ sqn
n!
xx,HnQ esH xyE (4.3.13)
“ ´
1
2
xx, ept´sqH Q esH xyE “ S
0
t,
verifying (3.2.2).
The RGE obeyed by S0t has therefore the form
dS0t
dt
“
1
2
xx,Hpx, S0tqEyE. (4.3.14)
The Hamiltonian H thus drives the RG flow.
The RG set–up considered above is evidently of the basic type discussed in
subsect. 3.3. It is natural to wonder whether there exists an analogous construc-
tion in the extended set–up. The answer is affirmative as we show next.
Proposition 4.12. The operators
∆0tθ “ ∆e´tH ` θ∆Q e´tH (4.3.15)
defined according to (4.1.13) form a family of non singular BV Laplacians on
FunpE0q over T r1sR. The automorphisms of FunpE0q
χ0tθ,sζ “
ˆ
idFunpE0q`θ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
(4.3.16)
exp
ˆ
t´ s
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙ˆ
idFunpE0q´ζ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
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form a BV flow along T r1sR relative to it with zero logarithmic Jacobian family
rχ0tθ,sζ “ 0. (4.3.17)
Proof. The proof is a straightforward generalization of that of prop. 4.10 exploit-
ing again the results of prop. 2.13. We set o “ 00 and ∆o “ ∆E . We then define
χ0tθ,sζ and rχ0tθ,sζ by (4.3.16) and (4.3.17), respectively. Since
1
2
xx,H adE xyE
and 1
2
xx,Q adE xyE are degree 0 and ´1 derivations of FunpE0q, χ
0
tθ,sζ is an au-
tomorphism of FunpE0q. The verification of (2.4.1) is wieldy. The vanishing of
rχ0t,s makes further (2.4.4) and (2.4.9) with t “ 00 trivially satisfied. It follows
that the operators
∆χ0tθ “
ˆ
idFunpE0q`θ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
exp
ˆ
t
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙
(4.3.18)
ˆ∆E exp
ˆ
´
t
2
xx,H adE xyE
˙ˆ
idFunpE0q´θ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
defined according to (2.4.22) constitute a family of non singular BV Laplacians
on FunpE0q over T r1sR and that χ
0
tθ,sζ is a BV flow along R relative to it with
rχ0tθ,sζ as logarithmic Jacobian. To complete the proof, we have to show only
that ∆χ0tθ “ ∆
0
tθ is given by (4.3.15).
The product of the three central factors in the right hand side of (4.3.18) was
computed in the paragraph of eqs. (4.3.5)–(4.3.7) above. (4.3.18) so becomes
∆χ0tθ “
ˆ
idFunpE0q`θ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
(4.3.19)
ˆ∆e´tH
ˆ
idFunpE0q´θ
1
2
xx,Q adE xyE
˙
“ ∆e´tH ` θ
1
2
“
xx,Q adE xyE , ∆e´tH
‰
.
Using cor. 4.6 with A “ e´tH and B “ Q, we find
“
xx,Q adE xyE, ∆e´tH
‰
“ 2∆Q e´tH . (4.3.20)
Substituting (4.3.20) into (4.3.19), we get (4.3.15) immediately.
An application of props. 4.2 and 4.4 shows that the BV bracket p´,´q0tθ
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associated with ∆0tθ is given by
pu, vq0tθ “ pu, vqe´tH ` θp´1q
|u|pu, vqQ e´tH (4.3.21)
with u, v P FunpE0q, where the brackets p´,´qe´tH , p´,´qQ e´tH are defined in
accordance with (4.1.14).
Next, we consider the family of free actions S0t P FunpE0q where
S0tθ “ ´
1
2
xx,Q etH xyE ´ θ
1
4
xx, tQ,Qu etH xyE, (4.3.22)
where tQ,Qu “ QQ´QQ is the graded anticommutator of Q, Q.
Proposition 4.13. S0tθ obeys eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) and is therefore a BV RG
EA along T r1sR.
Proof. We first prove that S0tθ obeys the BV ME (3.2.1). To organize the compu-
tations in a manageable and efficient manner, we let ∆0t “ ∆e´tH , ∆
0‹
t “ ∆Q e´tH
be the two Laplacians appearing in the right hand side (4.3.15). Similarly,
we let p´,´q0t “ p´,´qe´tH , p´,´q
0‹
t “ p´,´qQ e´tH be the two brackets in
the right hand side of (4.3.21). Finally, we denote by S0t “ ´
1
2
xx,Q etH xyE,
S0‹t “ ´
1
4
xx, tQ,Qu etH xyE the two terms in the right hand side of (4.3.22). The
ME splits in this way into two equations. The first, ∆0tS
0
t `
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tq
0
t “ 0,
was verified earlier on through the computation (4.3.10). The second, ∆0‹tS
0
t ´
∆0tS
0‹
t`
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tq
0‹
t´pS
0
t, S
0‹
tq
0
t “ 0, is shown similarly using systematically
the identities (4.1.46), (4.1.47) and (4.2.14),
∆0‹tS
0
t´∆
0
tS
0‹
t `
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tq
0‹
t ´ pS
0
t, S
0‹
tq
0
t (4.3.23)
“ ´
1
2
∆Q e´tH xx,Q e
tH xyE `
1
4
∆e´tHxx, tQ,Qu e
tH xyE
`
1
8
pxx,Q etH xyE , xx,Q e
tH xyEqQ e´tH
´
1
8
pxx,Q etH xyE, xx, tQ,Qu e
tH xyEqe´tH
“ ´
1
2
grtrpQQq `
1
4
grtrptQ,Quq
`
1
2
xx,QQQ etH xyE ´
1
2
xx,QtQ,Qu etH xyE “ 0,
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where in the last step we used that grtrpQQq “ ´ grtrpQQq and Q2 “ 0 by the
first commutation relation (4.2.1). Thus, S0tθ satisfies (3.2.1) as required.
Next, we prove that S0tθ evolves in accordance with (3.2.2). Let us write the
flow maps χ0tθ,sζ given in (4.3.16) as
χ0tθ,sζ “ p1FunpE0q ` θχ
0‹qχ0t,sp1FunpE0q ´ ζχ
0‹q, (4.3.24)
where χ0‹ “ 1
2
xx,Q adE xyE and χ
0
t,s “ exp
`
t´s
2
xx,H adE xyE
˘
. Then,
χ0tθ,sζS
0
sζ “ p1FunpE0q ` θχ
0‹qχ0t,s
`
S0s ` ζpS
0‹
s ´ χ
0‹S0sq
˘
. (4.3.25)
Now, using (4.1.51), we find
χ0‹S0s “ ´
1
4
xx,Q adE xyExx,Q e
sH xyE (4.3.26)
“ ´
1
2
xx,QQ esH xyE
“ ´
1
4
xx, tQ,Qu esH xyE “ S
0‹
s.
In the last step, we employed the relation pQQ esHq„ “ ´QQ esH , which follows
from (4.2.6), (4.2.7) and (4.2.13). Further,
χ0t,sS
0
s “ S
0
t (4.3.27)
by the same calculation as that of the paragraph of eqs. (4.3.11)–(4.3.13). On
account of (4.3.26), (4.3.27), relation (4.3.25) simplifies as
χ0tθ,sζS
0
sζ “ p1FunpE0q ` θχ
0‹qχ0t,sS
0
s (4.3.28)
“ S0t ` θχ
0‹S0t
“ S0t ` θS
0‹
t “ S
0
tθ.
(3.2.2) is so verified.
From (4.3.16) and (4.3.22), it is evident the BV flow χ0t,s “ χ
0
t0,s0 and EA
S0t “ S
0
t0 are those of the basic RG set–up given by (4.3.2) and (4.3.9), respec-
tively. In particular, the RGE obeyed by S0t is again (4.3.14). The RG set–up
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considered above is thus of the extended type discussed in subsect. 3.3 with χ0t,s
and S0t being the basic projection of χ
0
t0,s0 and S
0
tθ.
Proposition 4.14. Under basic projection, the RGE can be put in the form
dS0t
dt
“ ´∆Q e´tHS
0
t ´
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tqQ e´tH ´
1
2
grtrpQQq. (4.3.29)
Proof. A simple application of the identities (4.1.46), (4.1.47), (4.2.1) and (4.2.14)
yields
´
1
2
∆Q e´tHxx,Q e
tH xyE `
1
8
pxx,Q etH xyE , xx,Q e
tH xyEqQ e´tH (4.3.30)
“ ´
1
2
grtrpQQq `
1
2
xx,QQQ etH xyE
“ ´
1
2
grtrpQQq `
1
2
xx,QH etH xyE
“ ´
1
2
grtrpQQq `
d
dt
1
2
xx,Q etH xyE .
Recalling (4.3.9), (4.3.30) can be cast in the form (4.3.29).
By the results of subsect. 3.3, we expect that the RGE (4.3.14) can be cast in
the form (3.3.24). Eq. (4.3.29) apparently deviates from (3.3.24) by the sign of
the first two terms. This mismatch is however only apparent. As we shall argue
in subsect. 4.4 below, the reduced infinitesimal generator and Jacobian of the
BV flow, χ¯0‚t and r¯
‚
χ0t, contain those very same terms with coefficients such to
produce the result shown.
In this subsection, we illustrated two non trivial examples of BV RG flow.
These flows are special: their logarithmic Jacobian vanishes. In the associated
RGEs, the quantum term is therefore absent. In subsect. 4.4 next, we shall
encounter instances of non unimodular flows and study the corresponding RGEs.
4.4 Towards perturbative BV RG
In this final partly conjectural subsection, we consider the implications of the
results found in subsect. 4.3 for the perturbative BV RG.
In perturbation theory, one promotes the function algebra FunpE0q to the for-
mal power series algebra FunpE0qrr~ss of the parameter ~ over FunpE0q. Further,
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the full action St P FunpE0qrr~ss is rescaled by ~
´1. It is further assumed that St
satisfies the same BV quantum ME as the free action S0t,
~∆e´tHSt `
1
2
pSt, Stqe´tH “ 0. (4.4.1)
Aiming to a perturbative analysis of the BV RG, one splits the action St as
St “ S
0
t ` It, (4.4.2)
where S0t is the free action (4.3.9) and It P FunpE0qrr~ss is an interaction term
at least cubic in x mod ~.
Proposition 4.15. It obeys the BV quantum ME
~∆e´tHIt ´QIt `
1
2
pIt, Itqe´tH “ 0, (4.4.3)
where Q is the degree 1 first order differential operator defined by
Qu “ xx,Qpx, uqEyE (4.4.4)
acting on FunpE0qrr~ss.
Proof. The ME (4.4.1) for St together with its counterpart for S
0
t yield by virtue
of (4.4.2) the equation
~∆e´tHIt ` pS
0
t, Itqe´tH `
1
2
pIt, Itqe´tH “ 0. (4.4.5)
From (4.3.9), by (4.1.14), (4.1.49), the second term in the right hand side is
pS0t, Itqe´tH “ ´
1
2
xpxx,Q etH xyE , xqE , e
´tHpx, ItqEyE (4.4.6)
“ ´xx,Qpx, ItqEyE “ ´QIt.
We reach thus (4.4.3).
Eq. (4.4.3) is of the same form as the ME for It obtained by Costello in ref. [11].
The next problem we have to address is determining the BV RG flow deter-
mining the RGE of the full action St. We assume as a working hypothesis that
this is structured as the Polchinski’s RGE with seed action S0t reducing to the
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free RGE (4.3.29) in the limit of vanishing It is
dSt
dt
“ ~∆Q e´tHpSt ´ 2S
0
tq `
1
2
pSt, St ´ 2S
0
tqQ e´tH ´
~
2
grtrpQQq. (4.4.7)
The last term may be absorbed by adding a constant t
2
grtrpQQq to St and for this
reason is usually neglected, but we shall keep it nevertheless. There are several
indications that (4.4.7) is a likely to be the correct full RGE.
Proposition 4.16. The RGE (4.4.7) can be cast in the form
dIt
dt
“ ~∆Q e´tHIt `
1
2
pIt, ItqQ e´tH . (4.4.8)
Proof. Inserting (4.4.2) into (4.4.7), we obtain
dIt
dt
“ ~∆Q e´tHIt `
1
2
pIt, ItqQ e´tH (4.4.9)
´
dS0t
dt
´ ~∆Q e´tHS
0
t ´
1
2
pS0t, S
0
tqQ e´tH ´
~
2
grtrpQQq.
The second line of the right hand side vanishes on account of (4.3.29).
Eq. (4.4.8) reads compactly as
dIt
dt
“ ~∆Q e´tHe
It{~ (4.4.10)
by (4.3.15), (4.3.21) and the standard identity e´u∆ eu “ ∆u ` 1
2
pu, uq of BV
theory. The formal solution of (4.4.10) is
eIt{~ “ exp
ˆ
~
ż t
s
dτ∆Q e´τH
˙
eIs{~ . (4.4.11)
This relation is the characterizing property of It in the analysis of ref. [11].
The RGE (4.4.7) can be written as
dSt
dt
“ ~∆Q e´tHSt `
1
2
pSt, StqQ e´tH ` χ¯
‚
tSt ` ~r¯
‚
χt, (4.4.12)
where χ¯‚t and r¯
‚
t, are the degree 0 derivation and element of FunpE0q
χ¯‚t “ ´ adQ e´tH S
0
t, (4.4.13)
r¯‚χt “ ´2∆Q e´tHS
0
t ´
1
2
grtrpQQq. (4.4.14)
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Eq. (4.4.12) is formally identical to the RGE (3.3.24) of the extended RG set–up
of subsect. 3.3. By itself this is not enough to show that our RGE fits in the BV
RG framework elaborated in this paper. However, it provides useful indications
about what the underlying BV RG flow, if there indeed is one as we suppose,
may look like.
In the extended RG set–up, the full BV RG EA St has degree ´1 partner S
‹
t
and St and S
‹
t obey eq. (3.3.25). Let us assume that such a partner does indeed
exist in the present framework. Eq. (3.3.25) would then read
~∆e´tHS
‹
t ` pSt, S
‹
tqe´tH “ ~∆Q e´tHSt `
1
2
pSt, StqQ e´tH . (4.4.15)
Correspondingly, the RGE (4.4.12) would take the form
dSt
dt
“ χ‚tSt ` ~r
‚
χt, (4.4.16)
where χ‚t and r
‚
t are the degree 0 derivation and element of FunpE0q
χ‚t “ ´ ade´tH S
‹
t ` χ¯
‚
t, (4.4.17)
r‚χt “ ∆e´tHS
‹
t ` r¯
‚
χt. (4.4.18)
If we manage to show that χ‚t and r
‚
t meet the hypotheses of prop. 3.10, then
χ‚t and r
‚
t will be the infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian of a BV
RG flow χt,s. Further, by prop. 3.11, St will be a BV RG EA with respect to
χt,s.
It is reasonable to hypothesize that, in analogy to St, S
‹
t splits as
S‹t “ S
0‹
t ` I
‹
t, (4.4.19)
where S0‹t is the partner of the free action S
0
t given by the second term in the
right hand side of (4.3.22) and I‹t P FunpE0qrr~ss is similarly the partner cubic
in x mod ~ of the interaction term It.
Proposition 4.17. Under the above assumptions, χ‚t and r
‚
χt are given by
χ‚t “
1
2
xx,H adE xyE ´ ade´tH I
‹
t, (4.4.20)
r‚χt “ ∆e´tHI
‹
t. (4.4.21)
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Proof. To show the statement, we first substitute relations (4.4.13), (4.4.14) and
(4.4.19) into (4.4.17), (4.4.18) and then insert the explicit expressions of S0t and
S0‹t appearing in (4.3.22) into the resulting identities. We obtain in this way
χ‚t “
1
4
ade´tHpxx, tQ,Qu e
tH xyEq (4.4.22)
`
1
2
adQ e´tHpxx,Q e
tH xyEq ´ ade´tH I
‹
t,
r‚χt “ ´
1
4
∆e´tHxx, tQ,Qu e
tH xyE (4.4.23)
`∆Q e´tHxx,Q e
tH xyE ´
1
2
grtrpQQq `∆e´tHI
‹
t.
Combined application of (4.1.14), (4.1.49) and (4.2.14) furnishes
1
4
pxx, tQ,Qu etH xyE,´qe´tH`
1
2
pxx,Q etH xyE ,´qQ e´tH (4.4.24)
“
1
2
xx, ptQ,Qu ` 2QQqpx,´qEyE
“
1
2
xx,Hpx,´qEyE,
where (4.2.2) was used in the last step. Inserting (4.4.24) into (4.4.22), we obtain
(4.4.20). Using (4.1.46) and (4.2.14) yields further
´
1
4
∆e´tHxx, tQ,Qu e
tH xyE `∆Q e´tHxx,Q e
tH xyE (4.4.25)
“
1
4
grtrp´tQ,Qu ` 4QQq
“
1
2
grtrpQQq.
Inserting (4.4.25) into (4.4.23), we obtain (4.4.21).
Proposition 4.18. Under the assumptions made, χ‚t and r
‚
t are the infinitesimal
generator and logarithmic Jacobian of a BV RG flow χt,s. Further, St is a BV
RG EA with respect to χt,s.
Proof. We have to show that χ‚t, r
‚
t meet the hypotheses of prop. 3.10, that
is that they satisfy eqs. (3.4.1) and (3.4.2). Let u, v P FunpE0q. By properties
(4.1.30) and (4.1.43), we have
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χ‚tpu, vqe´tH “ xx,H adE xyEpu, vqe´tH ´ pI
‹
t, pu, vqe´tHqe´tH (4.4.26)
“
1
2
pxx,H adE xyEu, vqe´tH `
1
2
pu, xx,H adE xyEvqe´tH
´ pu, vqH e´tH ´ ppI
‹
t, uqe´tH , vqe´tH ´ pu, pI
‹
t, vqe´tH qe´tH
“ pχ‚tu, vqe´tH ` pu, χ
‚
tvqe´tH `
d
dt
pu, vqe´tH .
(3.4.1) thus holds. Next, by (4.1.32) (with A “ B and thus r´,´sA,B “ 0) and
(4.1.39), we have
rχ‚t, ∆e´tH s “
1
2
rxx,H adE xyE , ∆e´tH s ´ rade´tH I
‹
t, ∆e´tH s (4.4.27)
“ ´∆H e´tH ` ade´tH ∆e´tHI
‹
t
“
d
dt
∆e´tH ` ade´tH r
‚
χt.
Therefore, also (3.4.2) holds. It follows in this way that χ‚t and r
‚
t are the
infinitesimal generator and logarithmic Jacobian of a BV RG flow χt,s. Since St
satisfies eq. (4.4.16), St is a BV RG EA relative to χt,s by prop. 3.11.
The infinitesimal generator and Jacobian χ0‚t and r
‚
χ0t of the special free BV
RG flow χ0t,s of eq. (4.3.2) are
χ0‚t “
1
2
xx,H adE xyE, (4.4.28)
r‚χ0t “ 0. (4.4.29)
Comparison of (4.4.20), (4.4.21) with (4.4.28), (4.4.29) shows that the full BV RG
flow χt,s differs form its free counterpart χ
0
t,s by an amount set by the interacting
term partner I‹t. As this latter, χt,s has thus a perturbative expansion.
The importance of the BV RG EA partner’s interaction term I‹t should by
now be evident, although presently we cannot prove the partner’s existence in
general. I‹t is related to BV RG EA interaction term It through eq. (4.4.15).
Proposition 4.19. The interaction terms It and I
‹
t obey
~∆e´tHI
‹
t ´QI
‹
t ` pIt, I
‹
tqe´tH “ ~∆Q e´tHIt ´
1
2
HIt `
1
2
pIt, ItqQ e´tH , (4.4.30)
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where Q is defined in (4.4.4) and H is the degree 0 first order differential operator
Hu “ xx,Hpx, uqEyE . (4.4.31)
Proof. The full action and action partner St and S
‹
t satisfy eq. (4.4.15). By
(4.3.23), the free action and action partner S0t and S
0‹
t obey eq. (4.4.15) as well.
Insertion of the expansions (4.4.2), (4.4.19) into (4.4.15) then yields
~∆e´tHI
‹
t ` pS
0
t, I
‹
tqe´tH ` pIt, I
‹
tqe´tH (4.4.32)
“ ~∆Q e´tHIt ` pS
0
t, ItqQ e´tH ´ pIt, S
0‹
tqe´tH `
1
2
pIt, ItqQ e´tH .
By a calculation identical to (4.4.6), one can show that
pS0t, I
‹
tqe´tH “ ´QI
‹
t. (4.4.33)
By a similar calculation using (4.2.2) and (4.2.14), one finds
pS0t, ItqQ e´tH´pIt, S
0‹
tqe´tH (4.4.34)
“ ´
1
2
xpxx,Q etH xyE, xqE , Q e
´tHpx, ItqEyE
´
1
4
xpxx, tQ,Qu etH xyE , xqE , e
´tHpx, ItqEyE
“ ´
1
2
xx, p2QQ` tQ,Quqpx, ItqEyE
“ ´
1
2
xx,Hpx, uqEyE “ ´
1
2
HIt.
(4.4.30) follows.
We have collected in this way a number of clues suggesting that Polchinski’s
equation (4.4.7) supplemented by eq. (4.4.15) may indeed be the ones describing
perturbatively the BV RG flow of the full interacting theory. We hope to further
substantiate this claim in future work.
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